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Announcement:
Fifth Annual Symposium
on the Lutheran Confessions
January 27 -

29, 1982

A Convocation for Pastors and Laypeople
sponsored by
The International Center of
Lutheran Confessional Studies
to be held at
Concordia Theological Seminary
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Wednesday - January 27, 1982
1:00 p.m. Welcome
1:30 p.m. "The Clarity of Scripture and Hermeneutical
Principles in the Lutheran Confessions"
Prof. Erling Teigen
3:00 p.m. Break
3:15 p.m. "Faith in the Old and New Testaments: Harmony or
Disagreement"
Dr. Seth Erlandsson
6:00 p.m. Dinner
7:30 p.m. Concert: The Confessional Lutheran Heritage in
Music
8:45 p.m. Reception in the Commons
Thursday - January 28, 1982
7:00 a.m. Breakfast
8:50 a.m. Chapel
9:30 a.m. "The View of Prophecy and Fulfilment m the
Lutheran Confessions"
Dr. Douglas Judisch
10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. "Confessional Lutheran Hermeneutics vs. Contemporary Hermeneutics"
Dr. Carl Braaten
12:15 p.m. Lunch
1:30 p.m. "Are Law and Gospel a Valid Hermeneutical
Principle?"
Dr. Horace Hummel
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2:45 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Break
"Evangelical Hermeneutics: Restatement, Advance, or Retreat from the Reformation?"
Dr. Walter Kaiser
Banquet
Friday -

9:30 a.m.

January 29, 1982

Panel: "Crisis for Reformation Hermeneutics: ls
There a Tension Between Grand Rapids, St. Louis,
and Philadelphia?" (Ors. Erlandsson, Judisch,
Braaten, Hummel, Kaiser and Prof. Teigen)

The Speakers:

Professor Erling T. Teigen, Professor, Bethany Lutheran College
and Seminary, Mankato, Minnesota
Dr. Seth Erlandsson, Director of the Biblicum, Uppsala, Sweden
Dr. Douglas Judisch, Assistant Professor of Old Testament,
Concordia Theological Seminary, Fort Wayne, Indiana
Dr. Carl Braaten, Professor of Systematic Theology, Lutheran
School of Theology, Chicago, Illinois
Dr. Horace Hummel, Professor of Old Testament, Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri
Dr. Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., Dean of the Faculty and Professor of
Old Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, Illinois
•

Registration and material cost $40.00 per person, and $60.00 for husband
and wife. (Thursday's banquet is included in the registration fee .)

• · Motel reservations are available should that be preferred.
•

We will provide limousine service from the airport schedule at least two days in advance.

•

Limited dormitory space will be available . The cost for a room is $6.00 per
person. There will be two people in each room.

•

Please include your name, address, congregation, and telephone number
with your request for registration. Early pre-registration by mail will
guarantee the accommodations of your choice.

•

Breakfast, lunch, and supper may be purchased in the Seminary Dining Hall.

•

Send address requests for registrations (or requests for further information)
together with the registration fee to the International Center of Lutheran
Confessional Studies, Concordia Theological Seminary, 6600 N. Clinton
St., Fort Wayne, Indiana 46825, or call 219-482-9611.

when given your

Perennial Pro blems
in the Doctrine of Justification
Robert D. Preus
There are, of course, no problems in the doctrine of justification, no problems at all. The doctrine presents God's revealed
answer to all the major problems of sinful man. Does God's exist?
What is He like? Does He love me? What must I do to be saved?
Can sinful man ever stand before a holy and righteous God?
These and all the other nagging questions of fallen ma'n are
answered truly and clearly and decisively by the revealed doctrine
of justificatio n by grace for Christ's sake through faith.
And so in this essay I address myself not to any pro bl ems in the
doctrine of justificatio n itself, but to some of the great problems
we have made for ourselves in the church, problems which have
perennially in the church tended to obscure that brilliant light of
justification by grace, to mitigate the doctrine, to deny it, to
corrupt it, to ignore it, or to relegate it to the vast limbo of
meaninglessness.
What are some of these perennial problems with which, it
seems, we evangelical Christians and Lutherans must constantly
contend as we · seek to confess and teach the Gospel of
justification? What are some of the major assaults within the
church against this article on which the church stands or falls? I
will address myself to five.
1. The first assault against the article ofjustification by faith is
to define justification as something other than a divine forensic
act of acquittal. Let us repair to our Confessions for our
definition. Apology IV (305) has this comment on Romans 5: 1:
"In this passage 'justify' is used in a judicial way to mean 'to
absolve a guilty man and pronounce him righteous,' and to do so
on account of someone else's righteousness, namely, Christ's,
which is communica ted to us through faith" (cf. 252). 1
It is true that such statements are not definitions as such. They
are passing statements touching either the meaning of dikaioo as
Scripture uses it or the nature of justification (what happens when
a person is justified). But these statements, along with every
article on justification in our Confessions, indicate that the
Lutheran Reformers had a very clear idea of what it meant to be
justified and that they held firmly that their entire doctrine was
dependent upon and centered in the fact that justification was
simply a divine, gracious, forensic act of acquittal and a
correspond ing imputation of Christ's righteousness (the
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obedience of His "doing and suffering," SD, III, 15). If this understanding of the meaning of justification, including and emphasizing as it did so consistently the imputation of Christ's righteousness, the justitia aliena which was extra nos in every sense, was
held, then all problems connected with the doctrine would
disappear. For the correct understanding of what justification is
would exclude as incompatible all aberrant notions concerning
infused grace, /ides formata, human merit, and the like; and
would solicit, as the Gospel always does, the response, the only
possible response, to a verdict (or promise), the response of sofa
/ides.
It is instructive to note that, as time went on, the dispute
between the later Lutherans and the great Roman Catholic antiLutheran polemicists such as Bellermine, Stapleton, Gretzer and
others centered more and more upon the meaning of justification,
on what happens when a person isjustified. 2 Elert 3 is correct both
historically and theologically when he notes that from Luther
through Chemnitz and Gerhard the fundamental issue with
Roman theology was concerning the imputation of Christ's
righteousness to the sinner in his justification before God.
We need not here rehearse the Roman Catholic doctrine of
justification with which Luther and the Reformers contended and
with which we still contend as Lutherans.4 I might just mention,
however, that Roman Catholic theologians have always been
willing to grant that justification is in a sense a forensic act of God,
although only partially so. After all, God does and will at the day
of judgment, render a forensic verdict concerning every person
who has ever lived, whether he be righteous or not, or how
righteous he is. But this is no concession at all to the Lutheran
understanding, for in classic medieval and post-Reformation
Catholic theology God's judgment, or reckoning, over every man
is analytical. God judges a person to be righteous because he is in
himself and inherently righteous, and that because of what he is
and what he has done. Under no circumstances can the foreign
righteousness of Christ which He wrought independently of us
and is utterly extra nos be imputed to a believer so as to constitute
his righteousness as he stands before God . The Council of Trent
makes the position very clear in Canon 10 of the sixth session, "If
anyone should say that a man is justified either without the
righteousness of Christ whereby He has gained merit for us or that
through this merit we become righteous formally, let him be
anathema.'5 Trent affirmed that the merits of Christ's atonement
were the basis (causa meritoria)of our becoming righteous before
God and that they are actually 'communicated (communicantur)
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387; XXI, 28; XII, 87, 108; XXIV,
19, 23, 38, 58; AC XXI, 2.).
Again let me cite the Confessions (SD
III, 14-15):
Therefore the righteousness which
by grace is reckoned to
faith or to the believers is the obedien
ce, the passion, and the
resurrection of Christ when he satisfie
d the law for us and
paid for our sin ... His obedience
consists not only in his
suffering and dying, but also in his spo
ntan eou s subjection to
the law in our stead and his keeping
the law in so perfect a
fashion that , reckoning it to us
as righteousness, God
forgives us our sins, accounts us holy
and righteous, and
saves us forever on acc oun t of this enti
re obedience which, by
doi ng and suffering, in life and dea th,
Christ rendered for us
to his heavenly father.
In this stat eme nt we not e the close con
nec tion between the righteousness of faith, our justification,
and the vicarious aton eme nt
of Christ. They entail each other. The
re can be no imp utat ion of
Christ's righteousness with which
I can stan d before God, if
Christ did not by His aton eme nt acq
uire such a righteousness.
The pur pos e of Christ's vicarious wor
might be imp uted to me and all sinn k of obedience is tha t it
ers. Therefore, to den y the
vicarious aton eme nt or to sep arat e it
from my personal justification thre aten s or vitiates the doctrin
e of justification by faith
entirely.
This was don e already in the Middle
Ages when Abelard denied
the vicarious aton eme nt, but also by
the nominalists who taug ht
that justification was indeed a forensic
act of God, but made it
dependent upo n His will rath er
tha n the aton eme nt and
righteousness of Christ. But the sam
e tendency to separate God's
justification of the individual sinn
er from its basis in Christ's
aton ing wor k really pervades all Rom
an Cat hol ic theology, with a
few exceptions, to this very day. Lut her
rails incisively against this
Christless soteriology:
There are some within the new high
schools who say tha t
forgiveness of sins and justification
of grace depend entirely
upo n the divine imp utat ion , tha t is,
on God's reckoning; and
tha t it is eno ugh that God imputes or
does not impute sins to
a person, for in that man ner he is
either justified or not
justified of his sins, as Psalm 32 and
Rom ans speak, "Blessed
is the man to whom the Lord will not
impute sin." If this were
true, then the entire New Tes tam ent
would be not hin g and
useless. The n Christ worked foolish
ly
when He suffered for sin. The n God and unnecessarily
Himself in all this
carried out a moc k batt le and a tricky
game [Kauckelspiel{J.
For He was able to forgive and not
reckon sins wit hou t the
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suffering of Christ. And therefore a faith other than faith in
Christ could bring righteousness and salvation, namely, a
faith which would rely on such gracious mercy of God which
makes one free of sin. Against this miserable and shocking
opinion and error the holy apostles have had the custom
always to refer to faith in Jesus Christ and to speak of Christ
so often, that it is a wonder that there is anyone to whom such
a cause is not known. Thus these learned men in the high
schools know no longer what Christ is or why He is
necessary, or what the Gospel and the New Testament
means. They make Christ only a new Moses, a teacher, who
gives them new laws and commandments by which man is to
become pious and live. 9
Listen to Luther again as he hammers home his crucial point:
I have often said before that faith in God is not enough; but
there must also be a cost. And what is the cost? For the Jews
and Turks believe too, but without means or cost. The
Gospel shows us what the cost is. For the Holy Spirit teaches
there that we do not have the Father without means and we
cannot go to the Father without means . Here Christ teaches
us that we are not lost, but have eternal life, that is, that God
loved us so much that He was willing to pay the cost of
thrusting His own dear Son into our misery, hell and death
and having Him drink that up. That is the way we are saved.10
Such statements of Luther's could be greatly multiplied. What
Christ the Redeemer did then is mine now. Everything He did as
Savior and Substitute for me and the whole human race I claim as
my own.
Bear in mind that Luther is not reproaching merely the gross
denial of the atonement by a few remote scholastic theologians,
but his own contemporaries who held to the vicarious atonement
in all its Anselmic purity, but did not relate it to personal
justification. And we need not look just to Unitarianism or Rome
to find this tendency today; it is right within the bosom of
Lutheranism wherever pastors think they are preaching the
Gospel when they expound the great themes of regeneration,
faith, peace with God, yes, even forgiveness of sins, and neglect to
mention the work of Christ, His once-and-for-all active and
passive obedience, and to proclaim that that and that alone is not
only the basis, but the very essence of our righteousness before
God and our eternal salvation.
And so it is, strictly speaking, not talk about forgiveness, or talk
about faith, or even talk about justification by faith which is the
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Gospel, but the work and righteousness of Christ (Apol. IV, 43)
which we apprehend by faith, as our Confessions assert again and
again (SD III, 13, 25, 30, 38, 41, 42, 43; Apol. XXVIII, 3, 19, 30,
34; X, 7; XII, 42, 61, 65, 115; XIII, 19-20; IV, 45·, 43, 50, 48, 56, 55,
304,264,267,272,291,292,217,270,299,338,386).
In the seventeenth century the Lutheran doctrine of justification which represented the greatest breakthrough of the Gospel
since apostolic times was condemned by the Roman Catholic
theology for three reasons: ( 1) because it ruled out every human
being's righteousness and good works as a factor in justification,
(2) because it gave no place to sanctification or renewal in
justification, and (3) because it taught that God works all holiness
and righteousness in us through Christ. 11 True, it was granted by
Thomas Stapleton that "Christ's actual righteousness (His
atoning work) merits righteousness for us, that is, not only the
remission of sins, but also the communication of grace by which,
when it is given us, we are truly justified."12 But that we are
justified formaliter through the imputation of Christ's righteousness is categorically rejected. "Christ justifies us intrinsically
by dwelling in us, not extrinsically through an imputed righteousness." Stapleton's final sally against the Lutheran doctrine
reveals only his utter ignorance of what the issue is. "If Christ's
righteousness is our righteousness formally, it then follows not
merely that all our virtues and excellencies are in fact virtues of
Christ's righteousness and that we are justified through all these,
but it also follows that we cannot be reckoned righteous by any
other virtue and no other virtue is able to have any bearing on our
imputed righteousness." Exactly so. This is precisely what the
Lutherans taught.
In the nineteenth century the greatest Jesuit controversialist of
the era, Perrone, argued in exactly the same fashion.13 Commenting on Romans 4:5, he says, "God accepts our faith gratuitously,
and this faith as an actual disposition of ours he imputes for
righteousness in view of the mei-it of Christ. However, He does
not impute the formal righteousness of Christ to us, so that by this
we are counted just."14 Again the same blind refusal to see
anything but a remote connection between Christ's atoning work
and man's present justification before God, the same pathetic
refusal to see that Christ's obedience constitutes our
righteousness before God and our salvation.
At the same time in Germany, a converted Jew, Philippi, was
teaching in Germany, upholding the centrality of the atonement
for the doctrine of justification which had meant so much to
Luther. With power and pathos he gave the final answer to the
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the patte rn. For the article of justif icatio n accor ding to
the above
mode l is the chief article of Chris tian doctr ine (A pol. IV,
2; SA II,
II, 1-3), which is an organ ic whole, like a huma n body,
so that a
disto rtion or unsou ndnes s of any part affects the whole
body .11
Liken ing this simpl e mode l to a skele ton, let me add some
flesh
and blood to the body by expla ining terms and
menti oning
impli cation s and conne ction s withi n the mode l and as
it relates to
all of Chris tian doctr ine and practi ce. Justif icatio n
is clearly a
foren sic act, but so also are the less obvio usly soteri ologi
cal terms
so often used interc hange ably with justif icatio n or as
part of its
defin ition, such as forgiveness, recon ciliat ion, propi
tiatio n, yes, even redem ption . is This is clear in our Confe ssion
s from the
passa ges cited above and many other s. The forensic theme
is the
domi nant soteri ologi cal them e which under girds all
other s; this
was one of the reaso ns Mela nchth on and Luthe
r viewed
justif icatio n as the "chie f articl e."
Grace , accor ding to our mode l, is the free and active motiv
ating
powe r of God which has mercy and saves man, alway
s witho ut
work s, for man is totall y sinful (AC II ; FC I, II) and
unabl e to
contr ibute anyth ing to his salva tion. Grace is always in
Chris t; the
two are insep arable . Does God out of grace send Chris
t to take my
sin and be my Savio r? Or does Chris t by His perfec
t obedi ence
and His propi tiator y sacrifice make God gracio us towar
d me?
Both. In the evangelical Luthe ran mode l of justif icatio
n it is both.
Elert says perceptively, "God lets Chris t bear the curse
because He
loves me, and He loves me by lettin g Him feel and bear
the wrath
provo ked by me."19
In our mode l we note that the foren sic natur e of justif
icatio n
and the so/a gratia are linked toget her. There can be
only one
expla natio n for God behav ing in a fashio n contr ary to
an earth ly
judge who conde mns the guilty and acqui ts the innoc
ent, whos e
verdi ct is always analy tical - only one reaso n for God
absol ving
the sinne r and impu ting to him the righte ousne ss of
Chris t. The
reaso n is His grace.
But our discu ssion of the mode l has now br~:rnght us
into the
midd le of a consi derat ion of the work of Chris t and
the propt er
Christum (for every aspec t of the mode l entail s every
other
aspect). And as we speak of Chris t and His work "for
us," we find
ourselves in the midst of a consi derat ion of faith which
alone can
appre hend His work .
Faith 's role in justif icatio n and its relati on to its objec
t are
affirm ed throu ghou t the Apolo gy. We receive forgiveness
of sins
for Chris t's sake throu gh faith (XXV II, 13). What is more
certai n
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than this, that men obtain (consequuntur) the forgiveness of sins
by faith (fide)for Christ's sake (propter Christum)(XX VII, 19; cf.
30; XXVIII, 7)? The Gospel promises the gracious remission of
sins, and this promised mercy in Christ is apprehended through
faith (XXVII, 34, 54).
On the basis of these assertions we can make several comments.
The propter Christum is exclusive in that it is the only basis for
God's verdict of justification; and human works are explicitly
ruled oout of consideration by the propter Christum. "We must
hold to the doctrine that we obtain the forgiveness of sins by faith
(fide) on account of Christ (propter Christum), not because of our
works, either preceding or following (non propter nostra opera
praecedentia aut consequentia) (XII, 116). But the work of Christ
referred to in the phrase propter Christum is also the object of
faith. Of course, the object of faith can be conceptualized
differently as the mercy of God, the Gospel, or forgiveness, and
we may observe this phenomenon throughout the Confessions.
But all these exist only by virtue of Christ's redemptive work and
His righteousness.
Finally, we must comment briefly about faith in our model.
First, and most importantly, it mu.st be considered in the article of
justification as pure receptivity. Melanchthon made this point
crystal clear in the statements cited above when he consistently
used verbs for receptivity (consequor, apprehendo, accipio) in
describing the place of faith in what our later Lutheran
theologians called God's modus justificationis.20 But does not
Melanchthon also call justifying faith trust (A pol. IV, 48, German
text; 337)? Yes, but trust very definitely in that it receives the
promises or its appropriate object. And faith as receptivity has the
element of trust in it (Apo!. IV, 48, 227). Years later, in defending
the confessional understanding of justifying faith Quenstedt calls
it a fiducialis apprehensio. 21
The Lutheran doctrine of justifying faith was rejected by Trent
(Session VI, Canon 12). Chemnitz replied that the Lutherans in
no way denied a fides genera/is which believes all the articles of
faith; such belief is presupposed by the believer in Christ; but in no
sense does it enter into the article of justification. And the
Formula of Concord scores of times makes the object of faith a
teaching in its constant use of the introductory formula, "We
believe, teach, and confess." But such an explanation in no sense
satisfied the Roman theologians. Bellarmine calls Melanchthon' s
understanding of justifying faith (personal trust in God's mercy)
"the seed of every heresy of our time."22 This is a significant
statement and, unless it represents merely another case of
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Bellarminian bombast , quite perceptive in a sense. Like the
scholastics, Bellarmine held that faith justified in a meritori ous
sense, as "faith formed by love"; and if the Luthera n understanding of faith's merely instrume ntal and receptive role in
justifica tion is correct, the entire Roman Catholic dogmati c
structur e (whethe r pertainin g to justifica tion, penance ,
sacrame nts, or whatever) breaks down.
At least a century was spent by the greatest Luthera n
theologi ans of the age, attempti ng to defend and clarify the
Luthera n position , so crucial to the understa nding of justifica tion
and commun icating the Christia n message. Their adversaries
were the Romani sts who denied that justifyin g faith was trust and
receptivity, but taught that justifyin g faith was an act of man
which could be considered a good work (formed by love); its
object was the entire Christia n dogma ([ides dogmatica, Bellarmine) . The Arminia ns too opposed the Luthera n doctrine by
making faith (which they granted was trust) a work (actus) of
man. · Like the Romani sts they had a synergistic notion of how
man came to faith. And, of course, there were the Socinian s, who
held to an acceptila tion theory of the atoneme nt and viewed faith
(not in Christ's righteousness but in God's mercy apart from
Christ's atoneme nt) as a meritori ous work of man. These
deviations from the evangelical model of justifica tion are in force
today, although in somewh at less gross form. And we have all
encount ered them.
The Luthera ns of the post-Re formatio n period and up to the
present time have countere d these aberrati ons in three ways.
First, following Article II of the Formula of Concord , they show
that man's receiving the grace of God in faith is itself a gift of
grace, and that the absoluti on that forgives works the very faith to
receive the forgiveness (Apol. XII, 39,passim.).23 Secondly, they
point out continua lly that faith's role in justifica tion is purely
instrume ntal, that faith is an organon /eptikon, like the empty
hand of a beggar receiving a gift, 24 that it alone (solafid e) is the
appropr iate vehicle to receive reconciliation, forgiveness, Christ
and His merits (SD III, 30-38; Apol. IV, 163; AC XX, 28).
Thirdly, they show that justifica tion is per /idem, not propter
/idem, by pointing out that faith justifies by virtue of its object, as
Melanch thon used to say (Apol. IV, 56,338,2 27; SD III, 13), and
that this is really only a different way of saying, "We are
accounte d righteou s before God for Christ's sake through faith"
(Apol. IV, 214).25
And so we see that Lutheran s with a good deal of consistency
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gracious reckoning by God whereby man
actually becomes
righteous,26 but by impu tatio n. This is who
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confidently asserts. In the place of this outmoded ontology,
Jenson substitutes what I would call his own ontology of
"communication." He says that a person has his identity by
communication (p. 66); thus justification is not a real, divine
forensic act ("Lutherans created the doctrine of justification 'in
the heavenly court,' "p. 67) whereby I become forgiven and really
righteous before God, but a (divine) "communication" which
makes me what I am and becomes the "locus" for "God's reality"
for me. What reality means in this context is anyone's guess, but
probably it has nothing to do with God's existence, but refers to
His gracious presence, or to my existential awareness of that
presence which is "real" only in communication. So much for
Jenson's position.
Now, if asked,! suppose Jenson would reply that in some sense
our justification by God is real, real in communication and
dependent upon the absolutely "unconditional promise" (which
he never defines - at least, not in Western ontological terms so
that the rest of us can understand him). But does my justification
rest upon reality, the reality of the propter Christum, which is
extra et ante /idem or any "communication"? And is the verdict of
justification itself real, declared coram tribunali divino, and not
merely real in "communication"? Jenson's reply to these
questions, although never explicitly given, is clearly "no."
Now I would be the last to accuse Prof. Jenson of building his
entire theology of justification upon some quasi-idealistic
philosophy, or upon an ontology of relationship or process which
makes cognitive theological assertions unnecessary. But he is
certainly applying his orthodox and tradition terminology (e.g.,
"unconditional promise," faith as "hearing," etc.) to an entirely
different Vorbild, or pattern, than that of the Lutheran Con- ·
fessions, something like putting new wine into old bottles. After
all, the old Vorbi/d, or doctrinal model, affirmed that the subject
of theology, the living God and His actions, was ontologically
antecedent to any conceptualization of Him, or pattern of
theology. In fact, any pattern of theology must conform to what
God is like in Himself and to what He has done according to His
own revelation of Himself. According to this classic Christian
model, God is real, the creator and sustainer of all that exists; He
is really Triune (an immanent, not just an economic Trinity); the
first Adam really fell and his sin was really imputed to the whole
human race; the Son of God really became incarnate; He really
suffered and died and rose again; the atonement is real; heaven is
real; hell is real; forgiveness and justification are real, not just
metaphors for something else. Unless all this is included in our
theological Vorbild, there is nothing left of our Christianity and
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our Gospel, except words, empty words, impotent words, words
without referents and without meaning, like tinsel on a discarded
Christmas tree, or bridgework on a corpse.
Again let me sayn I am not accusing Prof. Jenson of attempting
a brilliant and sinister coup de grace whereby he has deftly and
unobstrusively laid to rest outmoded thought-forms and ontologies and offered a whole r.ew Vorbild for theologizing, and
thus negated the Lutheran doctrine of justification by negating its
reality. I am not quite sure I understand him well enough to say
that. Perhaps no one does. Perhaps no one can. I am simply
suspicious of theologians -not of philosophers or scientists, who
have their own stock in trade - but of theologians, whose only
source of theology is allegedly the divinely revealed Scriptures,
who make light of ontology, especially when it happens to be the
ontology of Western (and Eastern) Christianity and of the
Lutheran Confessions.
5. The fifth assault against the evangelical doctrine of
justification by faith is to make faith a condition for justification.
The Formula emphatically excludes such a view (SD III, 43; cf.
SD III, 13; Apol. IV, 5y, 338):
Faith justifies solely for this reason and on this account, that
as a means and instrument it embraces God's grace and the
merit of Christ in the promise of the Gospel.
I could have discussed the aberration of conditioning justification on faith under thesis 3, but I think it deserves special
attention because it has been such an insidious and persistent
force in the church since the Reformation, also among Lutherans.
Crassly, of course, historic Roman and Arminian theology made
faith as a work and virtue of man a condition for fellowship with
God and for salvation. But in a more subtle form the tendency to
condition justification on faith is found in every form of
synergism and pietism and religious emotionalism, in ideologies
which stress inwardness and subjectivity, in Christian Existentialism and Crisis Theology (Emil Brunner), all protestations of
adherence to the so/a gratia notwithstanding. We find the
tendency wherever there is a preoccupation with faith as such or
an inordinate interest in the phenomenology of faith, rather than
in the object of faith, Christ and His atoning work, and in the
Gospel. For my faith is not the Gospel or the content of the
Gospel, but rather embraces and applies the Gospel. Faith is
never directed toward itself. Soren Kierkegaard made faith a
condition for justification, not by teaching such an aberration he was too good a theologian for that - but by an emphasis, by
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stressing always the/ide s heroica, the/ide s activa in the Christi an
life, in answer to the questio n "How can I become a Christian?"
rather than stressing the /ides passiva which does nothing, but is
pure receptivity.
This tendency to make justific ation depend ent upon faith has a
long and sorry history in the Luther an church, which in its
Confessions hints at no such thing. The tendency has its origin in
synergism (Calixtus, Musaeus) and pietism (Baier, Hollaz). To be
sure the monergism of divine grace was consistently affirmed by
these theologians along with the conditi onality of faith, but the
result was confusion and their theology became synergistic all1 the
same. The position taken by Baier is particu larly offensive.3 He
asserts, "Now also faith in Christ is rightly considered to be a
cause of salvatio n." How is this to be underst ood? Baier explains
that he is not speakin g of faith as an actus or quality in man, but
only as directed toward Christ. Nor is he implying that faith is any
kind of efficient or formal cause. "But its causality," he says,
"consists in this, that it presents to God the merit of Christ as
someth ing which has been appreh ended by man, and in this way
faith moves God to grant out of grace salvatio n to that man. And
so faith is rightly referred to as a moving cause, because it moves
God, not by its own merit, but by the dignity of the merit of
Christ. Thus in distinct ion from the merit of Christ, faith can be
called a causa impulsiva minus principalis of salvation." Baier
thinks he has safeguarded himself by his reference to the object of
faith. And, of course, we must realize that his use of the term cause
(causa) is not freighted with our present day underst anding, but
meant only "factor ," or "role." But, nevertheless, his misleading,
ill-conceived notion of faith as a moving cause of salvatio n cannot
fail to detract from the objective causa merit aria of justific ation,
namely, the obedience of Christ, which, along with the grace of2
God, later called the causa impu/siva externa of justification,3
was the only basis or cause mentio ned by Melanc hthon in the
Apology. Baier's view cannot fail, therefore, to lead to synergismand all kinds of subjectivistic aberrat ions, which we see later in
Hollaz and the pietists.33 Can you imagine Luther speakin g in
such a cold way? Listen to him as he speaks of faith's role in a
person's salvation:
Faith holds out the hand and the sack and just lets the good
be done to it. For as God is the giver who bestows such things
in His love, we are the receivers who receive the gift through
faith which does nothing. For it is not our doing and cannot
be merited by our work. It has already been granted and
given. You need only open your mouth, or rather, your heart,
4
and keep still and let yourself be filled.3
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Baier's view of faith as a moving cause of justificati on is really
quite inconceivable and self-contr adictory. To revert to the well
worn Lutheran analogy, how could the empty hand of the beggar,
viewed as that which receives a priceless gift, move the benefacto r
to bestow the gift?
But what about the biblical language which often says that if
one believes, God will save, or justify, him (e.g. Rom. 10:9; 4:24).
It is, of course, an undeniab le fact that Scripture speaks in such a
way, as our pietistic and synergistic friends never cease to remind
us. How do we reply to this? We must affirm emphatica lly that,
when the Scriptures or our Confessions speak in such a fashion,
they are speaking of faith as an ordinate condition , which is really
no condition at all in the usual sense. Comment ing on Romans
3:22, Sebastian Schmidt concedes that faith may be called a
condition , but only in the sense of a mode according to which God
Himself saves and justifies us, namely, through faith. 35 Gerhard
offers us more aid as we combat the synergists and pietists on this
sensitive issue: "The term 'iris either etiological or syllogistic; that
is, it designates either cause or consequence. In the preaching of
the Law, 'if you do this, you shall live,' the term 'if is etiological,
inasmuch as obedience is the cause on account of which eternal
life is given to those who obey the Law. But in the Gospel
promises, 'if you believe, you will be saved,' the term 'if is
syllogistic, inasmuch as it relates to the mode whereby God
applies the divine promises, and this is through faith alone."36
It is difficult to understan d how one can make faith a condition
of justificati on (in the causal sense), without teaching that
justificati on is propter/idem or at least post/idem , rather than per
/idem. But where do the Scripture s or our Confessions ever say
that faith creates, causes, occasions, precedes or condition s God's
gracious justification? Faith does not create as it receives; it
receives what is already a reality. It is, in fact, the word of forgiveness, already acquired and objectively offered and imparted, that
creates faith. Melancht hon (Apol. XII, 42) says, "Faith is
conceived and confirmed through absolutio n, through the
hearing of the Gospel."
The danger and the tragedy of making faith a condition for
justificati on is that one begins to look for assurance of salvation
and grace, not in the objective atonemen t and righteousness of
Christ, but in the quality or strength of one's faith, as if justifying
faith is somethin g other than pure trust and receptivity. C.F.W.
Walther has a most enlighten ing and helpful chapter on the
danger of making faith a condition for justification.37 Walther
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points out that to make justification depend upon faith ultimately
robs a poor sinner of comfort, for then his faith becomes, not a
result of the Gospel's powerful working, but a part of the Gospel
itself. Walther shows how foolish it is to go this route by means of
many telling examples. Let me use one of my own. Let us say that
you and I are engaging in a Kennedy evangelism program and we
are admitted to the home of an old unchurched man who, as far as
we know, is unconverted. I witness to him, telling him of the
boundless grace of God toward all sinners, grace which sent His
own Son into the flesh to be our Savior and Substitute, grace
which sent Him to the cross to pay for the sins of us all, grace to
forgive us totally and save us forever. The man responds with
utter joy. "What a wonderful message," he says, "what a
wonderful, comforting message for a poor old sinner." But you
interject, "Wait a minute, sir, you have to believe this message!
Everything my friend here has said is of no value to you unless you
believe it." How do you react to this little scenario? Do you think
your interjection helped the old man? Is not what you did rather
foolish and dangerous? It is like taking in a beautiful sunset on my
front porch and being told that somehow my appreciation of it
conditioned it, like the esse est percipi of the subjective Idealists.
But we Lutherans, following Apology IV, the most magnificent
treatise ever written on the subject of justification by faith, are
realists, and our faith rests on the realities of the Gospel of
justification.
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And the great Catholic exegete, Estius, held that the faith Paul referred to
was /ides ut opus spectata. Quenstedt 's response is entirely faithful to the
Lutheran model of justificati on by faith and clarifies the issue as it was, and
is, debated. He says, "In this passage faith does not denote merely an
instrumen t which apprehend s something , nor does it merely denote
metonymi cally the thing that is imputed, namely, the righteousn ess of
Christ; but here faith must be viewed symplectically and according to its
intimate connectio n with its object as a complex term signifying the
righteousness of Christ insofar as it is embraced and received by true faith.
In this verse faith is not to be taken as pointing to its activity, but as pointing
to its relationsh ip with its object, that is, it is not to be understoo d as some
work of ours, for here expressly and also in other passages faith is opposed
to good works. Neither can faith be understoo d here in some qualitative
sense as a quality or virtue, as if in the judgment of God it is thought to be in
and through itself so great that God pronounce d sinful man to be righteous
on account of it. No, faith must be taken here in a relative sense insofar as it
looks to Christ, who is our righteousness before God and apprehend s His
merits, or as it is faith in His blood (Rom. 3:25). Nor is this faith
righteousness itself as Bellarmine dreams, but it is imputed for
righteousness, that is to say, faith, or one's trusting apodoche, is accepting
and receiving Christ and His righteousness as one's own. This faith presupposes an explicit knowledge of its object who justifies us and an assent on
our part which is not just general but personal. It is this faith which is
imputed to us for righteousness. Or, to say the same thing, God who
pronounce s forgiveness from the tribunal of His grace reckons the
righteousness of Christ apprehend ed by true faith to the one who believes as
his very own righteousness, just as though the believer himself had
established his own righteousness as availing before God. And so the
imputatio n of the righteousness of Christ and the imputatio n of faith for
righteousness are one and the same. For faith is envisaged as justifying not
by its own dignity, but by the dignity of its object, not by reason of itself, its
own virtue or action or because it is our believing, but by reason of its object,
that is, Christ whom it apprehend s. In this sense faith is imputed by God's
reckoning to us for righteousness, that is, reckoned as our own
righteousness and obedience as thm;gh we had done it ourselves."
26. That Melanchth on, and Luther who used much bolder terms (justitia infusa
[WA II, 145ff.]), employed such concrete, realistic terms did not seem to
impress the Roman theologian s at all. They still in Trent and after
Chemnitz ' Examen Concilii Tridentini represented the Lutheran idea of
justificati on as merely putative and therefore unreal. The final answer to this
caricature which should have clarified the Lutheran position completel y and
concluded the matter, but did not, is given by Quenstedt . It is worth citing a
few of his statement s. Concernin g the reality of the imputatio n of Christ's
righteousness he says (Systema, P.III, C.8, P.2, Q.5, Observ. 12 [II, 777)),
"The righteousness of Christ is not our formal righteousness nor a
righteousness that inheres in us subjectively, but is our real (realis) and
sufficient righteousness by imputatio n. We do not through this
righteousness become righteous by a righteousness inhering in us, but
through the imputatio n of this righteousness we are formally justified in
such a way that without it there is not substance to our righteousness before
God . From this fact that the righteousness of God is extrinsic to us we
conclude that it does not dwell in us formally and intrinsically. And yet it
does not follow therefore that righteousness cannot be reckoned to us
extrinsically and objectively. For certainly our sins were extrinsic to Christ,
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and yet they could be imputed for punishment and guilt to Him and be
reckoned to Him." (Cf. ibid. Observ. 10, 10). Quenstedt insists that the
righteousness imputed to us is real and that we are really righteous by it
being imputed to us (Systema, P.III, C.8, S.2, Obj . dial. I [II, 783]): "We
must distinguish between a mere putative righteousness which denies the
reality of the righteousness and the imputed righteousness which can be
reckoned to others. The righteousness of Christ which has been reckoned to
us is in itself neither putative nor fictitious, but absolutely real, corresponding exactly to God's mind and will expressed in the Law, nor as a reckoning
is it a mere act of imputing something, but it is an absolutely real judgment
of God which is rendered from the throne of grace through the Gospel in
respect to the sinner who believes in Christ." Quenstedt is so bent on
maintaining the reality of our justification, that, like Melanchthon, he
includes this matter in his very definition of justification (Systema, P.III,
C.8, S.1, Th.3, Nota [II, 738]): "The word 'justify' in the Scriptures never
signifies to infuse a quality of righteousness into someone, but denotes
nothing else than to account a person righteous judically, or to make one
righteous (justum facere) by an act totally extrinsic to man, an act
extrinsically designating its own subject." Even in his definition of
justification as a forensic act he speaks of God making the sinner righteous.
Why? To nail down the reality of the divine action and the effect upon man,
that he is righteous.
The Doctrine of Justification and Reconciliation (Clifton, N.J.: Reference
Book Publishers, 1966), I,9; III, 474.
"New Testament Mythology," in Kerygma and Myth, ed . Hans Werner
Bartsch, tr. Reginald H. Fuller (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1953), pp. 1-44.
Dynamics of Faith (New York: Harper and Row, 1957).
Eric W. Gritsch and Robert W. Jenson, Lutheranism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1976), pp. 42-44, 64-67, 101 - 109.
John William Baier, Compendium Theologiae Positivae, ed. C.F.W.
Walther (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1879), I, 41.
Quenstedt, Systema, P.111, C.8, S. I, Ekthesis 7 (II, 741).
What Baier does here is really a far cry from Quenstedt's procedure, which
was also unwise, in making faith a causa media, or organic cause, of
justification, and attempted to clarify faith's instrumental role in an
individual's justification as an organon leptikon (ibid., Th. 10, Nota I and 2
[II, 742-3]). And Quenstedt (Th. 11) safeguards himself from such consequences being drawn from his calling faith a cause of justification by
saying, "The causality of faith in the act of justification is nothing other than
organic in that it justifies simply by apprehending the merits of Christ. The
reason for its causality, its justifying role, has to do with faith not it itself and
insofar as it is an apprehension of something and thus our act which has
some kind of dignity, small or great, either in itself and by its own nature, or
because it is highly pleasing and acceptable to God. No, the reason for the
causality of faith consists only in the justifying object which is apprehended." The error of Baier can be traced back beyond Quenstedt to
Gerhard , who in his long and excellent study on justification by faith has a
section entitled "On the effect of faith which is justification" (de effectufidei
qui estjustificatio). The actual discussion is inoffensive and never insinuates
that faith is a moving cause of justification. But the seed was sown. There are
troubles in the causal method brought into Lutheran dogmatics by Gerhard .
C.F.W. Walther (The Proper Distinction between Law and Gospel, tr.
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W.H .T . Dau (St. Louis : Concordia Publishing House, 1929], p. 274) calls it
a "dangerous method." In this case it certainly caused a lot of trouble and
paved the way for synergism . And synergism, regardless of one's good
intentions, is still synergism.
WA2 XI, 1104.
Op. cit., p. 326. Earlier he says (p. 254), "The apostle has pointed out the true
mode of justification in Rom. 3:21-2, not through the Law or our own
righteousness, but through the righteousness of God appropriated by faith.
This universal mode of justification is for all men, provided that (modo) they
believe."
Loci Theologici, VII , 117.
Op. cit., chapter 25.

A Linguistic Analysis of Glossolalia:
A Review Article
Theodore Mueller
TONGUES OF MEN AND ANGELS. The Religious Language
of Pentecostalism. By William J. Samarin. The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1972. 277 pages. $7.95.
The author, an eminent linguist, professor of anthropology and
linguistics at the University of Toronto, attempts to answer the
question: Why do so many educated and well-established
members of society ''speak in tongues"? He first examines
glossolalia from a linguist's point of view and shows "what
Christians, at least. do when they talk in tongues" (p. 2).
His examination is based on a large sample of glossolalia
recorded in private and public meetings over a five-year period in
Europe and North America. In-depth interviews and
questionaires provided further information about the people and
their beliefs. The book is a sympathetic analysis, showing respect
for the beliefs of these people as "sacred ground" (p. 236).
Samarin dismisses such frequently mentioned psychological
causes as repression and emotional release. In some sense
glossolalia is "learned behavior" (p. 73), yet 'not learned as foreign
languages are learned. "The tongue speaker is the product of
considerable instruction, whether or not glossolalia comes
suddenly or gradually" (p. 72). Thus, tongue-speaking is not a
"supernaturall y acquired skill."
Samarin analyzes the speech of tongue-speakers in the same
manner that a linguist analyzes a foreign language. He makes a
phonetic and semantic inventory, and describes its prosodic and
paralinguistic features. The discourse "is divided into units of
speech . . . through accent, rhythm, intonation and pauses" (p.
78). "The breathgroup itself can often be divided into subgroups
through phonological features" (p. 79). It consists of syllables
made up of consonants and vowels taken from the speaker's
native language or a foreign language known to him, with much
repetition, alliteration, and rhyme. However, the "syllable string
does not fall into words" (p. 81), even though one gets the feeling
that "words are almost emerging" (p. 82).
In comparing glossolalia to real language Samarin shows how
the two differ in form and function. In form, real language is a
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systemati c relationsh ip between the segments of speech and
concepts, a relationsh ip which is missing in glossolali a. While
language has communi cation as its function, the re is no meaning
to individua l strings of syllables in glossolali a. The resemblan ce
to real language is superficial: "It is verbal behavior that consists
of using a certain number of consonan ts and vowels . . . in a
limited number of syllables that in turn are organized into larger
units that are taken apart and rearrange d pseudogr ammatica lly
... with variations in pitch, volume,sp eed and intensity" (p. 120). It
is "only a facade of language, although at times a very good one
indeed" (p. 128). Yet it is not "a specimen of human language
because it is neither internally organized nor systemati cally
related to the world man perceives" (p. 128). Yet glossolali a has
meaning to the speaker; the meaning is in the area of emotions
Uoy, concern, anxiety). Thus Samarin defines glossolali a as a
"meaning less but phonolog ically structured human utterance ,
believed by the speaker to be a real la nguage but bearing no
systemati c resemblan ce to any natural language, living or dead"
(p. 2).
Other pseudo-la nguages with glossolali c fea tures are common
indeed. Some pretend to be communi cative and supernatu ral spiritism, Haitian Voodoo, Santeria cult, spells, incantatio ns,
verbal charms which are part of the occult. Others make no such
claim - children use it; it is an in-group signal; it may have a Judie
function (Danny Kaye or Charlie Chaplin imitating a language) ;
a farmer uses it when talking to his cow because she does not
understan d English; a pious Baptist uses it for swearing; it is
found in be-bop jazz, and in lullabies. These instances are
adduced to show "the normality of glossolali a" (p. 149).
The use of glossolali a has psycholog ical functions - it signals
the transition into a new state, like an initiation rite; it serves as
proof validating the individua l's baptism of the spirit; it indicates
man's "yielding to God" and results in peace in the face of
incompre hensible fate; but it also is a mode of self-assert ion. The
glossolali st derives pleasure from it - he becomes proficient in a
new skill admired by many; it gives reign to his fantasy; it is used
"to express emotion or feeling" (p. 205) comparab le to
impressio nistic poetry and music. For those who stress feeling in
religion it is therapeut ic; many state explicitly that they have been
helped in resolving emotiona l problems. It has sociologic al
functions - it identifies membersh ip; it sets the group apart and
often leads to division through "a feeling of superiorit y on the
part of the tongue speakers" (p. 214). It contribut es to the ethos of
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the occasion. Leadership and authority in the group are enhanced
by its use. Real language fulfills many of the same functions.
In his conclusion Samarin reiterates that glossolalia is not a
supernatural phenomenon, nor is there any mystery in it. He
modifies his original question in this way: Why do people want to
utter something which is language-like but fundamentally not
language? Samarin answers this question by stating "that it is part
of a movement that offers them the fulfillment of aspirations that
their previous religious experience created in them. They want to
believe in God passionately, to know the delight of communion
with Him and to see Him at work in life. They see evidence of this
in members of the charismatic movement. It is intellectually
satisfying, and belief is nurtured by intimate personal relations"
(p. 236).
Many theological arguments have been adduced for or against
glossolalia to prove or disprove a variety of positions without first
establishing the facts, that is, a clear definition of the behavior.
Samarin has given us a scientific analysis without bias. His
findings should be a first step in any discussion of glossolalia.
Samarin's study also provides some valuable insights into the
theological orientation of tongue-speakers. As a neutral observer
and a trained scientist without a theological viewpoint to defend,
he gives an account of what they believe and of what is important
in their thinking. His observations lend themselves to a comparison with the three sofa's of the Lutheran faith.
God's presence and his direct communication with man play a
predominant role in the glossolalists' theology: "God is existentially and palpably immanent. He reveals himself in a way you can
feel" (p. 4). "Glossolalia is palpable proof of God's influence on
man" (p. 199) and "for his presence" (p. 232). It "is seen as an
instrument, a 'means of grace', to bring down God's power" (p.
159). It "is used to pass on a message from God" (p. 159). "A
person is inspired by the Holy Spirit and has a prophetic message"
(p. 160). "They see themselves performing a special role with
special powers for the good of others" (p. 158). According to these
observations, the Gospel enunciated by Scripture is not the
".means of grace" by which God comes to us, reveals Himself, and
bestows His gifts. For the glossolalists there is a continuous
revelation through tongue-speaking, and through them as God's
prophets, which explains the frequently heard expression, "The
Lord has told me . . ." Sola Scriptura has no meaning for these
people.
To obtain God's favor man must fulfill certain conditions,
according to glossolalia! theology: "God takes over only when a
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person deliberately yields himself to Him . .. You have to bend
your intellect and submit your tongue to Christ ... One must be
willing to risk all ... " The tongue-speakers "make blessing
conditional on submission" (p. 200). Glossolalia proves their
commitmen t. Demands are made on the individual, particularly
the "stress on personal devotion" (p . 199). According to their
statements, God is favorable to these people because ofsomething
they have done or an attitude they have attained. There is no
mention of Christ, His atonement, His sacrifice as the Lamb of
God. Jesus is the Lord to be obeyed. There is no gracious Father
whose anger has been allayed by Christ's suffering and death, who
has been reconciled and therefore offers one and all the forgiveness of sins. Personal devotion, submitting to God, "being right"
with God, which is work-righteousness, is substituted for so/a
gratia as the cause of all blessings.
The faith of glossolalists is based on their inner emotional
voice. Faith, emotions, and feelings merge into one vague
concept. Sola fide is not the instrument by which God's grace and
forgiveness are appropriate d. It is not the assurance and certainty
that one is God's child through Christ. It is not trust.
Samarin stresses the non-aberra nt nature of glossolalia, a
behavior which provides some innocent pleasure for its users why not view it as some harmless practice with religious
significance for those who enjoy it? But is it so harmless? Most
respondent s were recent converts to the movement and reported
frequent, that is, almost daily use of tongue-speaking. But time
lapse seems to lead to less activity and to inactivity. When
glossolalists are questioned about such disuse, "the usual explanation is that there is some kind of breakdown in communion with
God ... This can result from sin, 'spiritual dryness', ... or
unwillingness to be fully dedicated to God" (p. 195). In other
words, inactivity signals separation from God. Where will this
lead when the individual is somehow confronkd with the reality of
his sinfulness - when he is stretched out on a hospital bed,
drained of all emotional fervor, anxiously awaiting a doctor's
dreaded verdict? From a comparison with past experience
glossolalists may well come to the conclusion that the Holy Spirit
has left them, that they have lost God's favor, since there is no
longer any internal proof or assurance of God's presence. Their
little voice has died, and there is silence when they need comfort
and assurance most.
Samarin shows that there is no demonstrab le personality
difference between those who join and those who do not join the
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them related entities. Thus, for instance, the words "fathe r,"
''broth er,° "husba nd," "moth er," "sister," "wife" have in comm on
the notion of family relationship. The set "fathe r," "broth er,"
''husba nd" is distinguished from "moth er," "sister," "wife" by the
feature "maleness," which is absent from the second set. Likewise,
the words "corpse" and "body " are related in meaning, referring
to the physical structu re of human s and animals. However, the
feature "being dead" distinguishes "corpse" from "body" so that
"corpse" can never refer to a living body. This reasoning can be
applied to the word glossa, which, apart from its physiological
referent, means a real language in secular Greek literature. As
indicated by Samar in, real language has two semantic features:
(1) a pattern ed systematic relationship between speech and
concept, and (2) comm unicat ion as its function. There are other
systems of communication; cries of birds or gestures of human
beings comm unicat e quite well. However, the first feature, that of
a pattern ed symbolic system , is not associated with them, and
thus they are not real languages. Since both semantic features are
absent from glossolalia, it seems self-evident that a pseudolanguage is not included within the bound s of meaning of the
Greek term glossa . This conclusion should be plausible to those
who subscribe to the traditi onal Luther an doctrine of verbal
inspiration, with its insistence that every word of Scriptu re is
inspired and that the words of God are not used carelessly or
ambiguously.
In conclusion, a historical note might be added showing that
the pheno menon of glossolalia is part of a trend. The charism atic
movement, with its stress on feelings, individual comm itment ,
and devoti onal life and its concept of the outpou ring of the Holy
Ghost, seems to be a twin to eighteenth-century pietism. For the
pietists, too, "The Holy Spirit gave assurance of grace throug h
new and peculiar sensations, impressions and revelations
wroug ht in the heart independently of the Word and alongside
faith." 1 Walther, who grew up in the midst of pietists, mentions
their teaching that "a person must suddenly experience a heavenly
joy and hear an inner voice telling him that he had been received
into grace. " 2 And there are other parallels. Pietism was a counte rmovement which coincided with Romanticism, a literary movement stressing emotions and feelings. It was a reaction against the
Enlightenment, with its cold rationalistic approa ch to life, and
found expression in Goethe's Werther and Rousseau's Emile. In
religion pietism was similarly a reaction against the so-called
"dead orthod oxy," a rationa l and logical exposition of a doctrinal system. In many respects the twentieth centur y parallels the
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eighteenth; the cold logic of the scientific age and the impersonali~
ty of the computer age are being challenged by a stress on
emotionalism in art, literature, and music or by the hedonism of
rock concerts. Thus, in twentieth-century religion, Neo-Pente~
costalism seems to fill a similar need and signals a turning away
from the vagaries of liberalism, the social gospel, and formal
religion, and a turning to a more personal form of worship which
is also expressed in folk-masses, spirituals, and Gospel songs.
Clearly many of the same features and circumstances relate
pietism to the present charismatic movement. And this too shall
pass.
FOOTN OTES
I. Th. Engelder, W. Arndt, Th. Graebner, and F. E. Mayer, Popular
Symbolics (Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis, 1945), p. 94.
2. C. F. W. Walther, Law and Gospel(Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis,
1928), p. 194.
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I. Passages Dealing with the Sacram
ents
A. Matthew 3:11
Acceptable Renderings
KJV: "I indeed baptize you with wat
NKJV: "I indeed baptize you with er unt o repentance . .. "
wat er to repentance .. ."
RSV, NEB, MLB: "I baptize you wit
h wat erfo rre pen tan ce .. ."
JB, NASB, NIV: "I baptize you in
wat
Beck: "I baptize you with water for er for repentance . . ."
a change of heart ... "
Incorrect Renderings
LB: "W ith wat er I baptize those who
repent of their sins ... "
G NB: "I baptize you with wat er to
show that you have repented
"
Phillips: "I bap tize you with wat er
as a sign of you r repentance
"
The italicized phrases are the variou
s tran slat ion s' renderings
of eis metanoian . The pro ble m wit
h all three incorrect renderings
is tha t they have app are ntly ignore
d the obvious sense of eis in this
passage. When it does not hav
e a
"to war ds," etc.), eis is com mo nly emp locational sense ("in to,"
loyed in the New Tes tam ent
to indicate the pur pos e or intended
result of an action. This usage
is seen in the com mo n phrase eis
aphesin hamartion, "fo r (the
purpose of) the forgiveness of sins
"; the idea is tha t forgiveness
follows as the intended result of suc
h actions as the shedding of
Christ's blood (as in Ma tthe w 26:2
8). In Ma tthe w 3: 11, the sense
would be "fo r (the pur pos e of) rep
entance"; Joh n is asserting tha t
baptism is designed to brin g abo ut
repentance in a person's life.
The latt er thre e tran slat ion s above,
however, have reversed the
order, mak ing repentance a prereq
uisite for baptism. The rea son
for this alte rati on is clear; it brings
the passage into har mo ny with
Reformed not ion s tha t bap tism
is an act in which a person's
conversion to Christianity is symbol
ized. This pre sup pos itio n will
be shown to have influenced the
tran slat ion s of several key
baptismal texts in the New Testam
ent.
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Though it is listed as an acceptable rendering, NKJV's "to
repentance" represents anything but a clarification of the passage.
There appears to be a great tendency in translati ons produce d by
multi-de nominat ional committees to preserve or create vague
construc tions so that no one school of opinion is offended. For
the reader, however, more questions are raised than answered.
It should also be noted that, although "repenta nce" in English
usually means "confession of sins," that is not the true meaning of
metanoia, which literally means "a change of mind." What many
do not realize is that the word "repenta nce" has changed meaning
since King James' day. The KJV, in fact, states in several
passages3 that God Himself "repente d" of something; certainly
this does not mean He confessed His sins. In this and related
contexts, metanoia refers to the ongoing (note the present
imperative metanoeite in verse 2) process of revising one's
thoughts and attitudes , purging those of materialism, egotism,
etc., and replacing them with thoughts of trust in God's promises
and obedience to God's law. John is asserting that baptism is a
means of initiating this process.
B. Mark 1:4 and Luke 3:34
Acceptable Renderings
KJV, NKJV: " ... preachin g the baptism of repentance for the
remission of sins." (In Mark, KJV replaces "preachi ng" with
"did ... preach.")
RSV, MLB, NASB, NIV: " . . . preachin g a baptism of
repentance for the forgiveness of sins." (In Luke, NASB
omits "the.")
JB: " . . . proclaiming a baptism of repentance for the
forgiveness of sins."
Incorrect Renderings
NEB: " ... proclaim ing a baptism in token ofrepentance for the
forgiveness of sins."
Beck (Mark): " . . . preachin g that people repent and be
baptized to have their sins forgiven."
Beck (Luke): " ... preached: 'Repent and be baptized to have
your sins forgiven.' "
LB (Mark): " ... taught that all should be baptized as a public
announcement of their decision to turn their backs on sin, so
that God could forgive them."
LB (Luke): " ... preachin g that people should be baptized to
show that they had turned to God and away from their sins,
in order to be forgiven."
GNB: " 'Turn away from your sins and be baptized,' he told the
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people, 'and God will forgive your sins.' " (In Luke,
"preach ing" is placed at the front of this phrase, and "he told
the people" is omitted .)
Phillips: " . .. proclai ming baptism as the mark of a comple te
change of heart and of the forgiveness of sins." (In Luke, "the
mark" is change d to "a mark.")
In his recent CTQ article, 5 Theodo re Muelle r demons trated
what should be obviou s - that the key to underst anding the
descrip tion of John's baptism as a baptism a metano ias in Mark
1:4 and Luke 3:3 lies in John's own words on the subject, namely,
"I baptize . . .for repenta nce" in Matthe w 3: 11 . Unfortu nately, an
even greater numbe r of translat ions reverse or confuse the
relation ship between baptism and repenta nce here than in
Matthe w's quotati on. Beck and GNB apparen tly have taken
Peter's stateme nt on Penteco st ("Repe nt and be baptize d," Acts
2:38) as the explana tion of baptism a m etanoias; the result is that
repenta nce is seen either as prerequisite to or simulta neous with
baptism (depend ing on how one interpre ts "and"), and the
concep t of repenta nce as a result of baptism is lost. NEB and
Phillips go further, present ing the classic Reform ed concep t of
baptism as an act which symbolizes ("token ," "mark" ) a change in
man which has already occurre d. LB, however, is the most blatant
of all in injecting Reform ed theology into the passage. Here is
found the concep t of baptism as a kind of visual persona l
testimo ny ("publi c announ cement ") as well as a symbolic act ("to
show"). Also notewo rthy is the presence of "decision for Christ"
theology - the forgiveness of sins is said to result from a persona l
"decision to turn [one's] back on sin," whereas the text clearly
shows that forgiveness, like repenta nce, results from baptism .
It should be pointed out that even those translat ions judged
"accept able" are actually less than adequa te. The mechan ical
reprodu ction of the genitive gives little help to the English reader
as to what the precise relation ship is between baptism and
repentance. Though not introdu cing any alien ideas, the translation "baptis m of repenta nce" will probab ly lead few readers to
conclud e that the real sense is "baptis m resulting in repenta nce."
C. 1 Corinthians 11 :29
Accept able Render ings
KJV:
"For he that eateth and drinket h unworthily, eateth and drinket h damnat ion to himself,
not discerning the Lord's body ."
NKJV: "For he who eats and drinks in an
unwort hy manner eats and drinks judgme nt to
himself, not discerning the Lord's body."
RSV:
"For any one who eats and drinks
withou t discerning the body eats and drinks iude:men
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upon himself."
"For he who eats and drink s eats and
NEB:
drink s judgm ent on himself if he does not discern the
Body ."
" . . . because a perso n who eats and
JB :
drink s without recognizing the Body is eating and
drink ing his own conde mnat ion."
"For anyon e who eats and drink s without
NIV:
recognizing the body of the Lord eats and drinks
judgm ent on himself."
"Any one who eats and drink s witho ut
Beck:
seeing that the body is there is conde mned for his
eating and drink ing."
Phillips: "He that eats and drink s carelessly is
eating and drink ing a judgm ent on hims elf,for he is
blind to the presence of the Lord's body. "
Incorrect Renderings
"For whoe ver eats and drink s without
MLB:
due appreciation of the body of Christ eats and drink s
to his own conde mnat ion."
NASB: "For he who eats and drink s, eats and
drink s judgm ent to himself, if he does not judge the
body rightly."
"For if he eats the bread and drink s from
LB:
the cup unwo rthily , not think ing about the body of
Christ and what it means, he is eatin g and drink ing
God's judgm ent upon himself; for he is trifling with
the death of Chris t."
"For if he does not recognize the meaning
GNB:
of the Lord's body when he eats the bread and drink s
from the cup, he brings judgm ent on himse lf as he eats
and drink s."
is the
The key to the corre ct interp retati on of this passage
active
nt
prese
the
mean ing of the verb diakrino, occur ring here as
word in three basic
participle. Classical Greek employed this
7
"to decide."8 In
and
senses: "tose parat e,"6 "to recognize,"
word that all had
this
addit ion, there were vario us mino r uses of
ons. 9 One might
decisi
some conne ction to the process of maki ng
, implying a
sense
first
argue that Paul is using diakrino in the
ment from
sacra
the
in
t
failure to differentiate the body of Chris
s into the
word
extra
10
read
ordin ary bread. But there is no need to
body, "
the
nizing
recog
"not
passage; it can be transl ated simply,
i.e. , not discerning its presence.
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Three of the four trans latio ns judge d to be incor rect
have eithe r
adde d word s to the text or adop ted mean ings for
diakrino which
do not occu r elsewhere, resulting in rende rings whic
h attem pt to
avoid any notio n of cond emna tion for failure to accep
t the Real
Presence. MLB 's idea of appre ciatio n is unkn own
as a possible
mean ing of diakrino in the New Testa ment and elsew
here, as is
LB's trans latio n "thin king abou t." GNB's addit
ion of "the
mean ing" contr aven es the natur al sense - to recog
nize or discern
some thing prim arily means to realize its ident
ity (as in "I
recognize that man, " i.e., "I know who he is"); unde
rstan ding its
mean ing or significance is secon dary and migh t not
be inten ded at
all. The effect of all three versions is to prese nt the
Refo rmed idea
that the Lord 's Supp er serves as a visual aid for medi
tatio n on the
mean ing and significance of Chris t's (ascended)
body and His
saving acts, rathe r than as a vehicle by which Chris
t's body and
blood enter s believers.
The fourt h incor rect trans latio n (N ASB) is technically
possible
given the range of mean ing which diakrino has, thou
gh this word
of itself does not imply "judg ing rightly." Furth
ermo re, this
rendering woul d appe ar to lack clarity. Wha t is the
natur e of this
judgm ent that one is to make conc ernin g Chris t's
body? Wha t
criteria deter mine whet her or not the judg ment
is corre ct? The
prob abilit y is high that this trans latio n makes
it possible for
various views of the Lord 's Supp er to coexist; Luth
erans might
unde rstan d this to mean "recognize the Real Prese
nce," while
Refo rmed individuals could view it as refer ring to
"due appre ciation" of Chris t's death and resurrection.
D. Ephesians 5:26
Acceptable Renderings
RSV,
N ASB: " ... that he might sanctify her, havin g clean
sed her by
the washing of water with the word."
NEB:
" ... to conse crate it, cleansing it by water and word
."
Incorrect Renderings
KJV,
NKJV: " .. that he might sanctify and cleanse
it with the
washing of water by the word."
JB:
" ... to make her holy. He made her clean by wash
ing
her in water with a form of words."
MLB:
" ... in orde r that by cleansing her by means of
the
washing in water He may sanct ify her through His
word."
NIV:
" ... to make her holy, cleansing her by the wash
ing
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with water through the word."
" ... to make it holy by washing it clean with water by
the Word."
" ... to make her holy and clean, washed by baptism
LB:
and God's Word."
"He did this to dedicate the church to God by His
GNB:
word, after making it clean by washing it in water."
Phillips: " ... to make her holy, having cleansed her through
the baptism of his Word."

Beck:

The wide variation in translating to loutro tou hudatos en
rhemati in this verse necessitates that each approach be considered separately. The most obvious translational error is JB's
interpolation, "with a form of words." How such a rendering was
arrived at, and what meaning was intended, is not at all obvious.
Possibly the "form of words" in mind was the statement in
Matthew 28: 19 ("baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit"), but this is only conjecture.
Two versions paraphrase part of this verse with the word
"baptism." Phillips "baptism of his Word" suggests a figurative
sense of baptism, but Paul's inclusion of tou hudatos renders this
understanding impossible. In LB, "baptism" is apparently
employed in its literal sense, but the idea that "baptism" and
"water" are synonymous represents a rather brazen interpolation
of Reformed opinion. In effect, baptism is being presented as
"simple water only," 11 possessing of itself no power from God to
cleanse or sanctify people.
The same desire to break any connection between "the washing
of water" and "the word" has apparently motivated MLB and
ONB to re-shuffle.the sentence order. It is difficult to understand,
however, how the act of washing with water could by itself be a
~eans through which the church is sanctified (MLB) or cleansed
(GNB).
The correct sentence order is retained by KJV, NKJV, NIV,
and Beck, but like MLB and GNB they have translated en as "by"
or "through." This results in a rather clumsy sentence structure; it
is difficult to ascertain exactly what "by" or "through the word"
modifies. Whether deliberately intended or not, it has the effect of
permitting the reader to make the same break between the
washing and the word as MLB and GNB openly suggest, in that
"by" or "through the word" appears as a second expression of
means. This may be another example of deliberate ambiguity
designed to appease divergent schools of thought, though this is
hard to believe in Beck's case. Possibly he wished to indicate some
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subtle distinction between the word as the proper means of
cleansing and the water as the instrument, but it is questionable
whether the English prepositions involved can convey such
subtleties, especially to the average reader. It should also be noted
that Beck's rendering involves another re-shuffling of this verse's
contents.
The position of the phrase en rhemati in the sentence, along
with the point mentioned above in connection with MLB's and
GNB's rendering that this phrase could not indicate a second
means of cleansing separate from "the washing of water," leads to
the conclusion that it most likely modifies the word immediately
preceding it, namely "the water." This appears to be the view of
RSV and NASB. Admittedly, "with" could be used to indicate a
means or instrument, but the natural flow of the sentence suggests
rather the meaning "together with" or "connected with."
Doubtless this was Luther's view of the passage, as he employs
almost identical language in defining baptism - "water . . .
connected with God's word." 12 This translatio n agrees with the
basic use of en as meaning "in," "inside," and thus "surround ed
by" or "encompassed by" (cf. en Christo). Paul is stating that the
water of baptism is able to cleanse the church by virtue of its being
encompassed by God's Word.
NEB is obviously not an ideal translatio n in view of its deletion
of.any reference to the washing. Nevertheless, the basic thought is
retained - that Christ employed one unified procedure, the
compone nts of which are water and the word, to cleanse the
church.
E. 1 Peter 3:21

Acceptable Renderings
"Baptism, which corresponds to this, now saves you
... as an appeal to God for a clear conscience ... "
NASB: "And corresponding to that, baptism now saves you
- . .. an appeal to God for a good conscience ... "
Beck ( l ): "In the same way now the water saves you in baptism
- ... by asking God for a good conscience . . ."
Incorrect Renderings
KJV:
"The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also
now save us ... the answer of a good conscience
toward God . .. "
NKJV : "There is also an anti type which now saves us, namely
baptism ... the answer of a good conscience toward
God ... "
NEB:
"This water prefigured the water of baptism through
RSV:
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which you are now brough t to safety. Baptism is .. .
the appeal made to God by a good conscience ... "
"That water is a type of the baptism which saves you
JB:
now, and whkh is ... a pledge made to God from a
good conscience ... "
"Its counte rpart, baptism, saves you now . . . by . . .
MLB:
the earnest seeking of a conscience that is clear in
God's presence . . ."
... and this water symbolizes baptis m that now
"
NIV:
saves you also ... the pledge of a good conscience
toward God."
Beck (2): "In the same [way] also, baptism now saves you .. .
by promising God to keep one's conscience clear ... "
"That, by the way, is what baptism pictures for us: In
LB:
baptis m we show that we have been saved from death
and doom . . . because in being baptized we are
turnin g to God and asking him to cleanse our hearts
from sin."
" ... which was a symbol pointin g to baptism, which
GNB:
now saves you. It is . .. the promise made to God from
a good conscience."
Phillips: "And I canno t help pointing out what a perfect
illustration this is of the way you have been admitt edto the safety of the Christ ian 'ark' by baptis m ... it
means the ability to face God with a clear conscience."
As in the case of Ephesians 5:26, this verse has received a wide
variety of treatm ents from the various versions. The verse begins
with the statem ent that baptism is an antitupos of the Flood, in
which, according to verse 20, "eight souls were saved throug h
water." The Flood is, then, a protot ype of baptism, a model after
which baptism is patterned. There are obvious differences
between the two, but they nevertheless share the same basic characteristic; they both are incidents of salvation throug h water. In
Noah's case, the water saved him and his family from the
decadent, unbelieving society around them; in our case, the water
of baptism saves us from the decadence and unbelief present in
ourselves. Few of the English translations catch the full flavor of
this relationship, but most nevertheless present similar concepts.
Even the transla tion "symbol" (NIV, GNB) or "illust ration"
(Phillips) is basically correct; the Flood does, in fact, symbolize or
picture how baptism works . LB, on the other hand, introduces a
major error into the text by presenting baptism as picturing
something.
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Several translations refuse to reproduce the statem ent
"baptism saves you" or "us" witho ut some modification.
Beck ( 1)
introduces no error with "the water in bapti sm saves you",
but
does not really improve the verse either. NEB changes
"saves"
into "brings to safety," which, thoug h a synonymous expre
ssion,
might enable one to think that this refers to something other
than
eternal salvation. Phillips has employed a similar phras
e in an
expan sion of the parallel between baptism and the Flood
. By
stating explicitly what "safety" is produced by baptism,
this is
certainly preferable to NEB, but it seems unnecessary
to go to
such lengths to "explain" the text; "bapt ism saves you"
is not a
particularly complicated or obscure phrase. LB, on the
other
hand, canno t be called an attem pted expla natio n, but
rathe r a
wholesale re-writing of the phrase. The subject ("bap
tism") is
placed into a prepositional phrase, the direct objec
t ("us")
becomes the subject, the verb is changed from third
person
singular present active to first person plural perfect passiv
e, and
the verb "show" is inserted. The result is anoth er classic statem
ent
of Reformed theology and demo nstra tes to what
lengths
adherents of this theology must go to harmonize the Scrip
tural
witness with their opinions.
The next part of the verse - Peter's negative definition
of
baptism - was omitted above in the interest of brevity.
None of
the translations introd uce any significant error into the text
at this
point, thoug h only four correctly reproduce the original
syntax:
"not the removal of dirt from the flesh" (NASB; RSV,
NIV, and
Beck are similar). LB again involves a complete revision
of the
phrase ("not because our bodies are washed clean by the
water").
The remaining versions ·const rue sarkos as modifying
rhupou
(vice versa in the case of Phillips), wh~ch appea rs highly
doub tful
in view of the positions of these words in the phrase. These
latter
translations then miss the parallel between this const ructio
n and
the const ructio n employed in the succeeding positive defin
ition. ·
The following illustrates this parallel:
Baptism is not
sarkos
apothesis
rhupou
Baptism is
suneideseos agathes eperotema eis theon
Both phrases conta in three basic parts in the same
order anart hrous genitive, anart hrous predicate nominativ
e, and
anart hrous prepositional phrase. It would only seem logica
l that
the synta x of the two phrases would be similar. The synta
ctical
relationships in the first phrase are seen bette r if the
predicate
nominative "remo val" is converted into the equivalent
verb:
"Baptism does not remove dirt from the flesh." Here "dirt"
is the
direct object of the verb and "from the flesh" indicates the
sphere
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or area in which the removal takes place. If the parallel holds, eis
theon should be the object of the second verb and suneidesios
should also indicate the sphere of activity. The resultant translation would then be, "Baptism asks God for a good conscience."
Here "God" is the indirect, rather than direct object (this explains
why the third part of the first phrase is a genitive and the
equivalent part of the second is a prepositional phrase with eis)
and "conscience" is the area in which the request is made, i.e., the
object of the request.
The most common translation error here is the failure to see the
specific parallel between sarkos and suneideseos agathes. KJV,
NKJV, NEB, JB, MLB, NIV, and GNB all interpret the latter as
the source or agent of the eperotema. It is hard to justify this in
view of the fact that sarkos is anything but the souce or agent of
the removal in thf! first phrase. However, such a translation
reflects the same viewpoint that LB states more bluntly - that
baptism is an activity in which we do something either to gain
salvation or to express gratitude for having received it. It should
also be noted that if suneideseos indicates agency, there is then no
information in the phrase as to the content of the eperotema.
The translation of this latter word is also a matter of some
dispute, which in view of its etymology is rather surprising;
eperotema comes, not unexpectedly, from eperotao, "I ask," "I
request." Eperotema is thus employed in pre-Christian times to
mean "question" or "request."13 Only in the second century A.D.
and later do such specialized meanings as "pledge" or "answer to
inquiry" appear, in such works as Justinian's Code. Yet despite
the fact that these are post-Biblical, legal senses of eperotema,
KJV, NKJV, JB, NIV, Beck (2) and GNB have chosen them over
the original sense. Such translations fit in well with the Reformed
concept of baptism as ·a response to salvation.
Other alien ideas in this part of the verse include the insertion
by Beck (2) of the infinitive "to keep" (which removes the concept
of baptism as initiating salvation), the insertion by PhiHips of "it
means" ("symbolizes"?), the latter's translation of eperotema as
"ability," and MLB's translation of the same word as "earnest
seeking." Of course, the worst by far is LB, which bears little or no
relationship to the original text at all.
Those of a Reformed persuasion would probably greet the
translation, "baptism is an appeal or request to God for a good
conscience," with the question, "How can water do this?" If
baptism is nothing more than water, of course, it could not. But if
it is true, as suggested in John 3:5, Acts 2:38, and elsewhere, that
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the Holy Spirit is present in baptism, this statement of Peter
makes perfect sense. The Spirit intercedes for us in baptism,
asking God to grant us that for which we as unregenerate sinners
cannot ask - salvation, a clean conscience, etc. This truth should
be of immense comfort to Christians, because we know that the
Holy Spirit's requests to God are always answered in the
affirmative.
II. Passages Dealing with Eschatology
A. Matthew 24:34, Mark 13:30, and Luke 21:3214

Acceptable Renderings
KJV:
"Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass,
till all these things be fulfilled." (In Mark, "that" is
inserted before "this generation" and "fulfilled" is
changed to "done.")
NKJV: "Assuredly, I say to you, this generation will by no
means pass away till all these things are fulfilled ." (In
Mark, "are fulfilled" is changed to "take place.")
RSV:
"Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass
away till all these things take place." (In Luke, "take"
is changed to "have taken.")
"I tell you this: the present generation will live to see it
NEB:
all."
"I tell you solemnly, before this generation has passed
JB:
away all these things will have taken place."
MLB (Mark): "I assure you, the present generation will not
pass on until all this takes place."
NASB (Matt., Luke): "Truly I say to you, this generation will
not pass away until all these things take place."
GNB:
"Remember that all these things will happen before
the people now living have all died." (In Luke,
"happen" is changed to "take place.")
Phillips (Matt., Luke): "Believe me, this generation will not
disappear till all this has taken place."
Phillips (Mark): "I tell you that this generation will not have
passed until all these things have come true."
Incorrect Renderings
MLB (Matt.): "I assure you, all these things will take place
before this present generation passes on." Footnote:
"The destruction of Jerusalem is a figure of the
world's destruction at the return of the Lord."
MLB (Luke): "I assure you that all this will happen before this
generation passes away." Footnote: "The word
'generation' is translated from the Greekgeneawhich
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means (I) generation, i.e., contempora ries living on
earth or the span of an individual's lifetime; (2) race;
and (3) family ."
"truly I say to you, this generation [footnote:
(Mark):
NASB
"or, race"] will not pass away until all these things
take place."
"I tell you the truth, this generation [footnote: "or
NIV:
race"] will certainly not pass away until all these
things have happened."
"I tell you the truth, these people will not pass away
Beck:
till all this happens ."
LB (Matt.): "Then at last this age will come to its close."
Footnote: "Or, 'after all these things take place, this
generation shall pass away.' "
LB (Mark): "Yes, these are the events that will signal the end of
the age [footnote: "Literally, 'of this generation.' "]."
LB (Luke): "I solemnly declare to you that when these things
happen, the end of this age [footnote: "Or, 'this
generation .'"] has come."
Have the events which Jesus predicted as signs of the end of the
world already been fulfilled, or do they still await completion?
Many Christians of a "neo-Evangelical" persuasion believe the
latter to be the case. They run into difficulty, however, when they
read the traditional translation of Matthew 24:34 and its parallels,
which clearly teach that these signs would already be manifested
in the lifetime of Jesus' original disciples. In order to escape this
conclusion, some translations have introduced alternate
meanings for genea either in footnotes or in the text itself.
The footnote in MLB at Luke 21:32 is indeed correct as far as
the classical usage of genea is concerned. What MLB and others
have apparently failed to consider, however, is whether or not the
New Testament recognizes the same range of meanings. indeed·, a
study of MLB itself reveals no example of where genea is ever
translated "race" or "family." 15 It is especially clear that genea in
the mouth of Jesus always means the contempora ry generation of
Jews, not the Jewish race as such.16 Those who nevertheless
translate "race" are able to conclude that the signs of the end have
yet to occur, since it is commonly accepted thatthe Jewish race has
yet to pass away.
The translation "age" would be acceptable if it were made clear
that this is a period of relatively short duration. LB, however,
appears to suggest by "age" the entire New Testament period.
This translation has the same effect as the translation "race.''
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Beck's translation "these people" could be understood to mean
"those who lived at that time," but could just as easily be
interpreted to mean "the Jewish race." This rendition is probably
due to an oversight rather than a conscious desire to allow for
neo-Evangelical opinion.
Finally, MLB attempts in Matthew 24:34 to make this text
symbolic, calling the destruction of Jerusalem "a figure of the
world's destruction" in a footnote. The actual words of Jesus in
this chapter, however, support no such conclusion.
B. Revelation 1:9 and 7:14
Acceptable Renderings
KJV:
"tribulation," "great tribulation"
NKJV: "tribulation," "the great tribulation"
RSV, NASB: "the tribulation," "the great tribulation"
Beck:
"suffering," "great suffering"
Incorrect Renderings
NEB:
"the suffering," "the great ordeal"
JB:
"sufferings," "the great persecution" (footnote:
"under Nero")
MLB: "the distress," "the great tribulation"
NIV:
"the suffering," "the great tribulation"
LB:
"sufferer," "the Great Tribulation"
GNB:
"the suffering," "the terrible persecution"
Phillips: "the distress," "the great oppression"
The Greek phrases that correspond to the above are te thlipsei
and tes thlipseos tes mega/es. One might expect the word thlipsis
("tribulation") to be similarly translated in both verses, but
unfortunately a neo-Evangelical eschatological opinion has been
responsible for distinguishing the two in many versions. Though
there are many controverted details, this opinion generally holds
that the church will be subjected to an especially virulent persecution immediately prior to the Second Coming. The "prooftext"
for this event is Revelation 7:14, from which the name of this
persecution period is derived - "The Great Tribulation." Other
passages in the New Testament, however, suggest that the tribulation has already begun - indeed, that it dates at the latest from
the time of Pentecost. Revelation 1:9 is such a passage, where
John states that he is a co-participant (sugkoinonos) in the
thlipsis. It could be argued that the addition of mega/es in
Revelation 7: 14 makes this tribulation different from the one
referred to in 1:9; but even if such be the case, this difference
would not justify a translation which, in effect, locks the
Tribulation doctrine into the text, preventing the reader from
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deciding for himself concerning its nature. As this author has
noted elsewhere, 17 the extreme form of this tendency is reached in
NIV, which translates thlipsis as "tribulati on" in Revelation 7: 14
but employs nine other words in all occurrences of thlipsis
elsewhere.
JB presents a different opinion - that the tribulatio n referred
to is Nero's persecution. Many modernis t scholars, indeed, view
the book of Revelation as a colorful history of the church's
struggles with the Roman Empire.

C. Revelation 20:4
Acceptable Renderings
KJV, NKJV: " ... and they lived and reigned with Christ for a
thousand years." (KJV omits "for.")
Beck:
"They lived and ruled with Christ a thousand years."
Incorrect Renderings
RSV, JB, MLB, NASB, NIV, Phillips: "They came to life and
reigned with Christ for a thousand years." (RSV,
MLB, and NIV omit "for"; N ASB begins the sentence
with " ... and.")
NEB:
"These came to life again and reigned with Christ for
a thousand years."
LB:
"They had come to life again and reigned with Christ
for a thousand years."
GNB:
"They came to life and ruled as kings with Christ for a
thousand years."
This is the most obvious and yet also the most widespread
translatio nal error encounter ed in this study. The verb in question
is ezesan, the third person plural aorist active indicative of zao, "I
live." The fact that this is an aorist verb precludes the translatio n
"came to life," since the idea of the aorist (from aoristos, "without
boundary ") is to present the bare fact of an action, without
reference to its inception, duration, or conclusion. Only if the verb
had been an imperfect indicative would the translatio n "came to
life" or "began to live" have been appropria te.
This translatio n harmonizes the passage with millenialistic
theory, which holds that the two resurrections mentioned in
Revelation 20 are both physical resurrections - one for believers
prior to the millenium, the other for unbelievers afterwards. The
translatio n "they lived" does not of itself rule out this theory, yet it
enables one to consider other possible senses of "the first
resurrection" besides a physical sense (such as that referred to in
Romans 6:4).
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The following table 18 indicates the overall performance of the
translations examined:
CTCR 19
Sacramental Eschatological
Total
Errors
Errors
Errors
Rank
1
1
4
RSV
0
1 (tie)
2
2
0
KJV
0
2
NKJV
2
1 (tie)
2
1
3
NASB
2
8 (tie)
4
2
JB
2
7
5
NEB
3
5
6
3
Beck (I)
3
4
7
MLB
3
7
3
2
5
NIV
3
7
Beck (2)
4
8 (tie)
2
7
Phillips
5
2
6
8
GNB
6
11
10
LB
6
5
A comparison of this study and the CTCR study of Christological passages produces some interesting results. "Liberal"
versions (RSV, NEB, JB) can- be trusted more in sacramental and
eschatological passages than in Christological ones, while the
reverse is true for the "conservative" NIV . Paraphrases (especially
LB and Phillips) appear to be universally inferior, whereas KJV
and NASB are rather consistently accurate. Given the inherent
superiority of NASB over KJV in such areas as modernity of
expression and quality of the Greek text employed, NASB
appears to be the best current English version. Of course, even in
this case the CTCR recommendation remains valid:
"Competence in the Biblical languages is indispensable in judging
a version. " 20

Version

III. Conclusion
This brief survey of key sacramental and eschatological
passages has revealed that Reformed and neo-Evangelical
theology has indeed made deep inroads into several versions,
especially so-called "paraphrases." The dangers of paraphrasing
are amply demonstrated by the fact that even the work of an LCMS theologian (Beck) makes unwitting allowances for Reformed
opinions.
FOOTNOTES

I. E.g., p. 7 of the report, where Phillips' translation of John 1: 14 - "as of a
father's only son" - is judged "not usable." At least at first glance this would
seem to be a more literal rendering of hos monogenous para patros.
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2. These are, with the addition of The New King James Bible: New Testament,
The Modern Language Bible, and the Holman edition of Beck's translation,
the same translations employed in the CTCR study.
3. E.g., Ps. 106:45, The LORD "repented according to the multitude of his
mercies"; andJer. 26: 19, "The LORD repented him of the evil which he had
pronounced against them."
4. The quoted sections of these verses are identical in the original.
5. Theodore Mueller, "An Application of Case Grammar to Two New
Testament Passages," CTQ, 43, pp. 320-323.
6. E.g., Homer, Iliad, 7.292, where two combatants are parted.
7. E.g., Homer, Odyssey, 8. 195, where the reference is to the recognition of a
sign (sema). Cf. Matt. 16:3.
8. E.g., Herodotus, 1.100; Theocritus, 25.46; etc.
9. A notable example is the New Testament's use (e.g., Matt. 21:21) of
diakrinomai to mean "doubt" or "waver."
10. thus R.C.H. Lenski, The Interpretation of I and II Corinthians, p. 482, and
F. Buchsel, "krino, k.t.l.," in Theological Dictionary ofthe New Testament,
ed., G. Kittel, III, p. 946.
11. Small Catechism, IV, 2.
12. Ibid.
13. E.g., Herodotus, 6.67; Thucydides 3.53; etc. I Peter 3:21 is the only
occurrence of eperotema in the New Testament; eperotao occurs quite
frequently, always in the sense of "ask" or "request."
14. These three verses are identical in the original, except that Mark uses
mechris hou instead of heos an (both mean "until"), and Luke deletes tauta
("these things"). Additional differences in the translations are noted after
each version.
15. Thirty-four of the 38 occurrences of genea in the New Testament are
translated "generation" by MLB. Two others are cases of inconsistent
translation - Luke 11 :31 has "age" while its parallel Matt. 12:42 contains
"generation ," and the quote of Is. 53:8 (which reads "contempor aries") in
Acts 8:33 employs "offspring." The final two occurrences, in Acts 14: 16 and
15:21, read respectively "in days gone by" (literally, "in past generations")
and "from earliest times" (literally, "from ancient generations").
16. E.g., Matt 11:16, "But to what shall I compare this generation?" This is
foil owed by an indictment, not of the entire Jewish race, but only of the ones
living at that time who rejected Jesus and John the Baptist.
17. "The New Internation al Version - Nothing New," CTQ, 43, pp. 242-3.
18. Six sacramental passages and six eschatological passages were considered.
For purposes of tallying incorrect renderings, however, Rev. I :9 and Rev.
7: 14 were counted together, since the error involved a failure to translate the
one like the other. Thus the highest possible "incorrect" score is six in
sacramental passages and five in eschatological ones, for a total of eleven . .
19. CTCR, op.cit., p. 22.
20. Ibid.
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The Mirror of God's Goodness:
Man in the Theology of Calvin
B. A. Gerrish

"Where there is no zeal to glorify God, the chief part of uprightness is absent."t Whatever the strange figure of the Hidden God
may have meant for Luther's faith, it is plain that his faith grasped
the Revealed God as "pure love" (eite/ Liebe). In his L arge
Catechism he writes: "It is God alone, I have often enough
repeated , from whom we receive all that is good ... He is an
eternal fountain which overflows with sheer goodness and pours
forth all that is good in name and in fact. "2 Calvin's und erstanding of man and his place in the world might almost be said to
provide a theological commentary on this matchless confession of
Luther's faith.
In the opening paragraphs of his 1559 Institutes, Calvin
announces that the knowledge of God and the knowledge of man,
the basic themes of theological wisdom, mutually condition each
other. If, then, God is for him, as for Luther,fons bonorum (the
Fountain of Good), we should expect the being of man to be
somehow defined as the correlate of this regulative concept of
God. It may be that the systematic coherence of Calvin's
anthropology tends to get buried under the sheer mass of
dogmatic material; and it has to be remembered that nothing Jess
than the whole of the Institutes is required to set out.his doctrine of
man, just as the work as a whole presents his doctrine of God.
Nevertheless , it is fair enough to hold that two segments of the
Institutes are of decisive importance for our theme. There is, we
are told, a twofold knowledge of man. God has made Himself
known to us as Creator and Redeemer; correspondingly, we are
to know what man was like when first created and what his
condition is since the fall. Human nature as created is the
particular theme of book I, chapter 15; Calvin turns to human
nature as fallen in book 2, chapters 1-5. That these two segments
may not be taken to exhaust his doctrine of man is evident; he
subsumes the fall and sin under the knowledge of God the
Redeemer, and further discussion of man remains particularly for
the sections on christology and the life of the Christian man.
Indeed, there is plainly a sense in which, for Calvin, the restoration of man in Christ has dogmatic precedence even over the
doctrine of the original estate, since, so he argues, we know of
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Adam's original blessedness only by viewing it in Christ, the
Second Adam.
If, however, with these reservations, we confine our attention
to the two designated segments, we do in fact have enough to
uncover the distinctive pattern m Calvm's anthropology. Admittedly, he has a lot of other important things to say even in these
two segments, but I think we can fairly sum up the heart of the
matter like this: The existence of man in the design of God is
defined by thankfulness, the correlate of God's goodness; the
existence of man in sin is defined by pride or self-love, the
antithesis of God's goodness. To have said this much is, of course,
already to recognize that in his understanding of man Calvin was
working with ideas inherited from the Apostle Paul by way of
Augustine.
As with Calvin's doctrine of God, one has to call at the outset
for setting aside of hoary misconceptions. It is not true that
Calvin's was an authoritarian religion, in the sense that man's
most fitting posture is one of cringing before the divine despot.
(This is what students of psychology may think they have learned
from Eric Fromm; but in truth it has more to do with Calvin's
notion of idolatry than with his notion of piety.) Nor did Calvin
hold that fallen man is in no sense capable of achieving anything
beyond his own self-degradation. Here, it must be admitted,
Calvin's rhetoric sometimes obscures rather than reinforces a
theological point. If his description of man as a "five-foot worm"
was suggested to him by one of the Psalms (Psalm 22:6), it is hard
not to judge that he was carried away by his own rhetoric when he
pronounced man unfit to be ranked with "worms, lice, fleas , and
vermin. " 3 But how does one judge that such language really is, in
fact, the obfuscation of a strictly theological point? Only by
taking due note of the sober theological distinctions made
elsewhere - these enable us to see in the heavy rhetoric Calvin's
horror that man in sin has surrendered his very humanity to a !ife
of thanklessness.
I. The Design of God
Calvin has already introduced man at the end of his chapter on
creation. Having fashioned the universe as a magnificent theater
of His glory, God placed man in it last of all as the privileged
spectator. Even in himself, adorned by God with exceptional
gifts, man was the most excellent example of God's works. And he
was endowed besides with the capacity to turn his eyes outwards
and admire the handiwork of God in others of His creatures.
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What does he mean, then, by the "image of God"? His treatment of the term in the Institutes is highly characteristic of
him.
He liked formal definitions. But, being trained in the rheto
ric
the Renaissance, he thought it gauche to offer his definition of
first:
it was more elegant to lead up to it. At the risk of appea
ring
gauche, we shall begin with it. Calvin writes:
The integrity with which Adam was endowed is expressed by
this word [imago], when he had full possession of right
understanding, when he had his affections kept within the
bounds of reason, all his senses tempered in right order, and
he truly referred his excellence to exceptional gifts bestowed
upon him by his Maker. 1
It is apparent that what Calvin seeks in his definition is
prehensiveness. The image is anything and everything thatcomsets
man apart from the rest of God's creation; or again, by argum
ent
back from the restoration of the image in Christ, it is anything
and
everything that we receive by redemption. In detail, he seeks
divide the general concept by adopting common psychologicto
categories, according to which, as he goes on to put it al
summary formula, Adam had light of mind and uprightnesin a
s of
heart (with "soundness of all the parts"). That is to say, Adam
's
intellect saw with clarity, and the affections were duly
subordinated to it.
Surveying the opinions of others (another of his favorite proce
dures), Calvin appropriates whatever he can, but does not hesita to tell us where his predecessors went wrong. The distinction te
Irenaeus between the "ima_ge" and the "likeness" of God of
he
rejects: Irenaeus did not understand the nature of Hebrew paral
lelism. Even Augustine went astray by suggesting that the imagerefers to the psychological "trinity" of man's intellect, will,
and
memory, which he held to be an image (or analogy) of the Blesse
d
Trinity. This, Calvin decides, is mere speculation. On the
other
hand, he apparently thinks Chrysostom had a point when
identified the image with man's dominion over nature. At he
least,
this is part of it. But it is not the sole mark by which man resem
bles God, and the image is to be sought more correctly within
man
as an inner good of the soul. Finally, Calvin does not want
reject out of hand even the exegesis of Osiander, although he to
was a
man "perversely ingenious in futile invention." Osiander thoug
the image pertained to the body as well as to the soul, in ht
Adam's body pointed forward to the incarnation of the Sonthat
God. This, Calvin assures us, is unsound. But he has alreadof
admitted that the upright posture of the human body is at least y
outward token of the divine image; for, as Ovid says in an
the
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Metamorphoses, while other living beings are bent over earth~
wards,
Man looks aloft and with erected eyes
Beholds his own hereditary skies. 8
Perhaps, however, the desire to be comprehensive and to take
the opinions of others into account may obscure the distinctive
feature of Calvin's interpretation. And one has to look to his
commentaries (as well as to other sections of the Institutes) to
shed further light on his definition. 9 The Hrst point to notice is the
exact metaphor Calvin had in mind when he spoke of an "image."
He meant the image seen in a mirror - a reflection. This was a
metaphor he particularly liked, and he had used it already in
earlier chapters of the Institutes; the whole of creation had been
represented as a mirror in which the glory of God is to be viewed.
We are, Calvin says, to "contemplate in all creatures, as in
mirrors, those immense riches of his wisdom, justice, goodness,
and power. " 10 Similarly, in the chapter on man's nature as created
(book 1, chap. 15) Calvin states that "even in the several parts of
the world some traces of God's glory shine." If, then, the doctrine
of the image of God in man is intended as a "tacit antithesis," to
set man apart from the rest of creation, the question must be
asked: How, or in what sense, is man peculiarly and particularly a
mirror of deity? In what special manner is he the "reflection of
God's glory"?
The answer is most clearly read in the last phrase of Calvin's
and he truly referred his excellence to exceptional
definition:
gifts bestowed upon him by his Maker." While the entire created
order reflects God's glory as in a mirror and in this sense "images"
God, man is set apart from the mute creation by his ability to
reflect God's glory in a conscious response of thankfulness. It is
this, above all, that sets him apart from the brute beasts; they likewise owe their existence to God, and so reflect His glory, but they
do not know it. Man is endowed with a soul by which he can consciously acknowledge God as the Founta in of Good. The soul is
not itself the image, but rather the mirror in which the image is
reflected. Properly, then, we can speak of man as bearing the
image of God only when he attributes his excellence to the Maker.
Man is the apex of creation in the sense that the entire creation has
its raison d'etre in the praise that man alone, of all God's earthly
creatures, can return to Him.11
To sum up: In Calvin's view, the image of God in man denotes
not an endowment only but also a relationship. That is to say, he
does not seek to define the image solely by what man possesses as
11

•••
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his "natur e," but also by the manne r in which he orients himself to
God. Man is not made in the image of God simply because he has
reason, for instance, whereas the rest of God's creatures do not.
Even an individual endowed with a wealth of special "gifts" is not
in the image of God, in the fully human sense, unless he
acknowledges them as the gifts of God. The relationship of man to
God is thus made constitutive of his humanity; and, as we were led
to expect, there is a correlation between the -not1on that isconstitutive of deity and the notion constitutive of humanity. God as
Founta in of Good has His counte rpart in man as His thankf ul
creature. And the disruption of this relationship is, for Calvin,
nothing less than de-humanizing.
The distinction implicit here becomes crucial for understanding Calvin's view of sin and the fall. The scholars have found
an ambiguity in Calvin's answer to the question: Is the image of
God lost in fallen man? But if the image includes both man's
rational nature and its proper use toward God, the answer is
bound to be two-sided. Insofar as the image culminates in the
though t of a "right spiritual attitud e," 12 one can hardly speak of it
as other than "lost" in fallen man, who (by definition) is man
fallen out of the right spiritual relationship to God. Redemption,
accordingly, is nothing less than restora tion of the image. Later,
in discussing the effects of the fall, Calvin will assert that faith and
love for God, since they are restored to us by Christ, must be
accounted lost by the fall - taken away. But the rationa l nature
of man, by which he is enabled (in distinction from mere beasts) to
love God, is not simply wiped out. 13 In short, the image of God in
man embraces both a gift and its right use, both man's rationa l
nature and its orientation to God in thankfulness. For, "We are
no different from brutish beasts if we do not understand that the
world was made by God. Why are men endowed with reason and
intellect except for the purpose of recognizing their Creator?" 14
II. The State of Sin
With these remarks, the transit ion is already made from man in
the design of God to man in the state of sin. Once again, the
impor tant point is to grasp the systematic coherence of Calvin's
thoughts. Quite simply, if Adam's original state was one in which
he acknowledged his endowments as the gifts of God, his fallen
state was induced by the pride that claimed something for himself.
Not conten t to be like God, he wanted to be God's equal; and in ·
seeking his own glory, he lost the capacity to reflect the glory of
God. It one can hold firmly to this cardinal though t, then much of
the nonsense that is commonly retailed concerning "total
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literally: Augustine's answer is not bad, but it is not quite right
either. ts
Calvin wants, in fact, to get behind human pride to the root
cause of it. And what is that? He has several words for it; perhaps
"unfaithfulness" is the regulative one. But it is crucial to note that,
for him, the essence of infidelity is not listening to God. That is the
way he read the biblical narrative. The serpent's opening gambit,
it will be recalled, is to ask the question, "Did God say ... ?" (v. 1).
A little later, somewhat emboldened, he assures Eve: "You will
not die" (v. 4). The serpent works by instilling contempt for the
Word of God. Here is the theme Calvin wants to pick up, in order
to show the root of pride and so to improve on Augustine. Adam,
in short, was verbo incredulus; he questioned the Word. And this
destroyed his reverence for God, whom he pictured as not only
deceitful but envious and hostile to His own creature.
Finally, at the end, Calvin seems to return to the theme of
carnal desire, and says: "As a result, men, having cast off the fear
of God, threw themselves wherever lust carried them." Bondage
to carnal desire, in other words , is not the beginning of sin, but its
final consequence. The heart of the matter, as Calvin saw it, is
summed up like this:
Unfaithfulness, then, was the root of the Fall. But thereafter
ambition and pride, together with ungratefulness, arose,
because Adam by seeking more than was granted him shamefully spurned God's great bounty, which had been lavished
upon him. To have been made in the likeness of God seemed
a small matter to a son of earth unless he also attained
equality with God - a monstrous wickedness!
It will be noticed, in this passage, how Calvin can equally well
make his point with the word "ungratefulness"; or, from the
perspective of God, he can state that "Adam, carried away by the
devil's blasphemies, as far as he was able extinguished the whole
glory of God." Plainly, here is the same complex of ideas - with
some shifts in terminology - that we have found already in
Calvin's thoughts on the image of God in man. But now everything is, so to say, inverted; for whereas man was created to image
God's glory in an act of thankful acknowledgment, he has fallen
into thankless pride that spurns God's bounty.
Calvin rounds off his anatomy of sin with a remark that points
forward to redemption: "The door of salvation is opened to us
when we receive the gospel today with our ears, even as death was
then admitted by those same windows when they were opened to
Satan." (As so often, he is quoting Bernard of Clairvaux.) But his
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immediate agenda requires him to address himself, next, to
original sin and the ravages of sin in the intellect and the will of
man. Here we find some of Calvin's gloomiest rhetoric; but it can
hardly account for the common opinion that there is a sharp
difference between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism on the
extent of sin's damage to the soul. Although he is sharply critical
of the Schoolmen at many points, Calvin thinks one cannot
improve on their distinction between·the natural and the supernatural gifts of God: 11The natural gifts in man were corrupted,
but the supernatural taken away."16 The problem is that the
Schoolmen did not agree on a satisfactory explanation of the
formula. And in this respect the earlier Schoolmen are judged
better than the "more recent Sophists."" Hence a great part of the
discussion requires Calvin, as usual, to sort out the sheep from the
goats among his predecessors and to arrive at satisfactory definitions of terms. The sole point which this study must stress,
however, is that Calvin seems explicitly to caution us against
"adjudging man's nature wholly corrupted."'s At any rate, what
he was concerned to establish was, not that man is utterly bad, but
that the taint of sin vitiates even his best and leaves no corner of
his life unblemished. And Calvin tried to demonstrate this thesis,
in turn, with respect to both man's intellectual and his moral
achievements.
Hence, writing of the human intellect, Calvin certainly will not
allow that it can attain to a sound knowledge of God; for it cannot
reach the assurance of God's benevolence (a point that Luther,
too, liked to stress). 19 Nevertheless, it is entirely consistent with
Calvin's standpoint that he maintained a firmly positive attitude
toward the attainments of human culture, since failure to do so
would be denial of his fundamental notion of God as f ons
bonorum:
The mind of man, though fallen and perverted from its
wholeness, is nevertheless clothed and ornamented with
God's excellent gifts. Ifwe regard the Spirit of God as the sole
fountain of truth, we shall neither reject the truth itself, nor
despise it wherever it shall appear, unless we wish to dishonor the Spirit of God. For by holding the gifts of the Spirit
in light esteem, we contemn and reproach the Spirit
himself. 20
Calvin then parades the cultural achievements of man in law,
natural philosophy, logic, medicine, mathematics. And, as a good
humanist, he concludes:
We cannot read the writings of the ancients on these subjects
without great admiration. We marvel at them because we are
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compelled to recognize how preeminent they are. But shall
we count anything praiseworthy or noble without recognizing at the same time that it comes from God? Let us be
ashamed of such ingratitude, into which not even the pagan
poets fell, for they confessed that the gods had invented
philosophy, laws, and all useful arts. 21
Similarly, when Calvin turns to his discussion of the fallen will,
he insists that even in sin man cannot be wholly bad; otherwise, we
could not say that one man is "better" than another: 22
In every age there have been persons who, guided by nature,
have striven toward virtue throughout life. I have nothing to
say against them even if many lapses can be noted in their
moral conduct ... Either we must make Camillus equal to
Catiline, or we shall have in Camillus an example proving
that nature, if carefully cultivated, is not utterly devoid of
goodness.
Then, of course, comes the refrain: this "natural goodness," too,
must be traced to the special bounty of God. "The endowments
resplendent in Camillus were gifts of God." But now the question
is this : Did the ancient heroes, such as the patriot Camillus,
acknowledge gifts as gifts?
Calvin's answer is that "heroes" are driven by their own
ambition. In other words, we may say, the glory they seek is their
own. Hence Calvin grants that their virtues will have their praise
in the political assembly and in common renown among men, but
not that they make for righteousness before the heavenly
judgment-seat. For, "Where there is no zeal to glorify God, the
chief part of uprightness is absent." While, therefore, in ordinary,
day-to-day usage ("common parlance," as Calvin says) we do not
hesitate to distinguish one man · as "noble" and another as
"depraved" in nature, we are still to include both under the theological verdict of human depravity. Plainly, Calvin is making the
point that Luther conveyed by his distinction between "Christian"
and "civil" righteousness. To say (theologically) that a man is
"depraved" is not to say that, morally considered, he is a bad man.
All turns on the motivation out of which a man acts - whether or
not, that is, his deeds are done in thankfulness to the Fountain of
Good. The doctrine of sin is not strictly about a person's moral
condition, but about his relationship to God; it pronounces a
religious, not an ethical verdict. Pagan virtues, properly understood, are in truth tokens of grace; but insofar as they are the
virtues of a man who claims them for himself, they differ from
the virtues of the justified man because they issue from a quite
different orientation of the total self.
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While it cannot be claimed that Calvin's language is always perspicuously self-consistent, a consistent thread does run through
his thoughts on human nature as created, fallen, and redeemed.
Man's being points beyond himself to the source of his existence
and of the existence of all that is. He was fashioned as the point of
creation at which the overflowing goodness of the Creator was to
be reflected back again in thankful piety. This is the condition
from which he fell, no longer heeding the voice of God .. And it is
the condition to which, in hearing the Word of God in Jesus
Christ, he is restored.
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Hermeneutics in Thomas Aquinas:
An Appraisal and Appreciation
John Franklin Johnson
Dr. Stanley Gundry has recently noted that North American
evangelical Christians, by and large, are but minimally conscious
of their connection with the Christian past in dealing with crucial
theological and ecclesiological issues of the day.' Although
Gundry does not explicitly identify that expanse of the tradition
most often dismissed, it would not be far off the mark to suggest
the medieval era as the most likely candidate - especially in
terms of dealing with questions of Biblical authority and
interpretati on.
Indeed, when many a Protestant thinks of medieval theotogy
the initial images which come to mind are titles of tomes like the
Sententiae of Peter Lombard or the Quaestiones Disputatae of
Thomas Aquinas. Moveover, he recalls a "scholastic" manner of
thinking and presentatio n characterize d by sophisticate d
divisions, stereotyped literary forms, definitions, syllogisms, and
constant subtle delineation s; in short, a dry intellectualism which
seems to have neglected the vivid originality of the Holy
Scriptures. Certainly in the Lutheran heritage there is evidence of
this general predisposit ion regardtng th·e aridity of medieval
theological reflection. There are few who would take issue with
Luther's opposition to the use of Aristotle by that "chatter-bo x"
Thomas Aquinas - an opposition that is evident from the fact
that, while Aquinas consistently referred to Aristotle as "the
philosopher ," Luther just as consistently refers to him as "that
damned pagan" (in addition to other choice epithets that form a
long and impressive catalog). 2 But even beyond the Lutheran
denominati onal pale, it is to be doubted if many Protestants
would dissent from Luther's estimate of Peter Lombard or
hesitate to apply it even more generally to other medieval
theologians. "Peter Lombard," Luther said, "was adequate as a
theologian; none has been his equal. He read Augustine,
Ambrose, Gregory, and also all the councils. He was a great man.
If he had by chance come upon the Bible he would no doubt have
been the greatest."3 In other words, there is the suspicion among
contempora ry "evangelical" Christians that the Scriptures were
so ignored in the Middle Ages that the theology of the period is
but bare rationalizat ion.
However, what is less known but decisive for an accurate
understand ing of medieval theology and its literary expression is
that this scholasticism was developed on the basis and in the
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framework of what might be termed today an "evangelical
movement."
The period of the last third of the twelfth and the beginning of
the thirteenth century is characterized by the breakthrou gh of a
desire for biblical knowledge which could not be satisfied by
4
means of glosses between the lines or on the margin of the text.
Obviously, this thirst for knowledge had a sociological dimension; from a more exact hearing of the biblical word arose an
impulse toward a renewal of the church, and soon this movement
expressed itself in new institutiona l forms - as, for instance, the
orders of the Franciscans and the Dominicans. Yet, this thirst for
scriptural knowledge soon developed as an academic tendency in
its own right. New methods were invented to diffuse the text of the
Scriptures in greater quantity; corrected copies of the text were
attempted, both Latin and vernacular; the text was divided into
pericopes; the first concordanc es appeared; and, above all, the
theological educational system was rearranged in harmony with
these tendencies. The consistent presentatio n of systematic
theology was the concern of the "baccalaure us," who explained
the Sentences of Lomard. At one time historians commonly
assumed that masters in theology lectured on the Sentences as
well, but in 1894 Heinrich Denifle demonstrat ed conclusively that
the official textbook of masters in theology in the medieval
university was the Bible. 5 Once a young man became a master, he
was not allowed to lecture on Lombard; rather his task was to
comment on the Holy Scriptures, and his official title was
"Master of the Sacred Page."
In addition to this medieval "evangelical movement," a second
development helped shape biblical study - the introductio n of
Aristotelianism into the theology of the Church through the
medium of Arabian and .Jewish scholars. The significance of this
phenomeno n for hermeneutics in the Middle Ages is not to be
seen in the use of new methods so much as in the close integration
of language and thought that it produced. Interpretati on, it was
realized, cannot be isolated from the rules of thought which
govern all areas of knowledge; it must be conducted scientifically,
with adequate reasons given for the significance established .6 The
impact of this Aristotelian thought on medieval hermeneutics was
basically felt in two connections.
First, it challenged the sharp distinction between sense and
thought. According to the Platonic philosophical orientation ,
there was a world of ordered forms above and apart from the
world of sense-experience; they are reflected in it to be sure, but
knowledge of them is reached only through transcendin g sense-
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experience. That made it possible for the late patristic and early
medieval ages to develop an entire world of allegory and spiritual
meaning in detachmen t from history and event. According to the
Aristotelian view, however, the universal ideas exist only as
expressed in the individual objects of the sensible world, and we
know them apart from, but only through, sense-experience. All of
this had a very sobering effect on exegesis. It disparaged the
cultivation of a world of meaning which could be correlated on its
own without scientific reference to the historical sense of
Scripture and careful examinatio n of its words and concepts. The
Aristotelian philosophy , that is to say, refused to separate matter
and form because they are two aspects of one thing. In terms of
hermeneutics, one cannot understand the Bible by naively distinguishing letter from spirit and making a separate study of each.
In the second place, the Aristotelian notion of science as that
which establishes rational connections and gathers them around a
center had an impact on hermeneutics.7 Scientific knowledge,
according to the Aristotelian model, is the orderly arranging and
demonstrat ion of sequences of truths in a particular . science
according to the particular principles relevant to it (e.g.,
biological sequences within biology and geometrical sequences
within geometry). Knowledge arises through a developmen t from
sense-experience by drawing out what is implicit in it and so proceeds by abstraction to the formulation of general notions, and to
explanation by testing the relation of their causes to particular
effects. The application of this concept to biblical interpretati on
in the medieval theologians does not mean that the truths of
divine revelation have to be demonstrat ed, but that the interpretation of the Scriptures cannot be separated from careful
analysis of proposition s. The interpretati on of language is, after
all, the interpretati on of thought. This, in turn, had twin ramifications for exegesis. On the one hand, it detached the interpretati on
of the Bible from a realm of mystical meanings that could not be
rationally related to the text and thus brought theology and
exegesis into closer relation to one another. On the other hand, it
introduced a powerful element of inferential reasoning into interpretation, whether of the linguistic signs used in Scripture (its
words and sentences) or of the things they signified. Consequen tly, there arose a natural theology side by side with revealed
theology, and because the former could only be regarded as
praeparatio fidei, it tended to provide the general framework
within which biblical interpretati on was carried on. s
To perceive in a concrete way how these two developments
coalesced - the renewed movement toward the centrality of
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Scripture and the implications of Aristotle's philosophy for
hermeneutics - one must look preeminently to Thomas Aquinas.
Thomas was, of course, a Dominican friar and very much
committed to the medieval "evangelical movement", a commitment sharpened in the midst of the anti-mendicant controversy
which was at its zenith when Thomas incepted at the University of
Paris in 1256. Iri the following year he began lecturing on the Bible
as a master of sacred theology. From that time until his death
some seventeen years later, Thomas lectured and wrote commentaries on a number of biblical books including Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Job, the Psalms, Matthew, John, and the Pauline
epistles. Indeed, according to Pope Leo XIII, Thomas was the
leading exegete of Holy Scripture among the scholastic
theologians. 9
In terms of Aristotelian influence, Thomas is well known as an
interpreter of that philosophical position. His massive Summa
Theologiae stands as a monumental synthesis of Aristotelian
philosophy and Christian theology. As Paul Vignaux notes,
Aquinas placed Christianity "in the midst of Aristotelian natural
philosophy, in the very center of the science of nature." 10
The present question, then, is what brand of biblical hermeneutic emerges from a theologian whose understanding of the
Word of God develops in the matrix of these two currents. Is it a
hermeneutic hopelessly mired in the intricacies of scholastic subtleties and of little value today? Or is it a hermeneutic - deficient,
to be sure - but suggestive of some important motifs to which all
who appreciate the authority of Scripture can resonate? And,
perhaps just as importantly, what does it say about a scientific
hermeneutic forged from the fires of both an "evangelical" renais~ance and an Aristotelian philosophica-1 orientation in a time
when many Protestants seem to think of Platonism as a
theological virtue? While exhaustive answers to these questions
cannot be offered in this brief essay, perhaps the most appropriate
way to begin the task is to identify those concepts at the basis of
the hermeneutic of Thomas Aquinas and their implications for
the role of Scripture in his theology.
In interpretation, Thomas held, one has to determine the
intention of the author and discern the significant form of what he
has to say through turning one's attention to the things signified
and through noting the use of his words by examining their
relation to the whole of his discourse. 11 In all of this, interpretation is fundamentally an act of the intellect or understanding (intellectus) in which the mind pierces through to see the
quid of a thing, that is to say, to read the truth in the very essence
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of it (interius in ipsa rei essentia rei veritatem quodammodo
legere). 12
The etymology of intelligere accepted by Thomas was from
intus legere, to read within, to penetrate beneath the sensible
surface and discern the relational meaning. This provides an
important clue to the Thomistic conception of interpretation as
an act of understanding or intimate knowledge (intellectus). In
the Summa he writes:
Sensitive cognition is concerned with external sensible
qualities but intellective cognition penetrates into the very
essence of a thing, because the object of the understanding is
that which is (quod quid est). But there are many kinds of
things which lie hidden within, to which man's cognition
ought to penetrate from the inside, as it were. For under the
accidents lies hidden the substantial nature of the thing;
under words lie hidden the things signified by the words;
under similitudes and figures lies hidden effects, and
conversely. But since man's cognition begins with sense as
from without, it is manifest that the stronger the light of the
intellect is, the farther it can penetrate into the inmost depths.
However, the natural light of our intellect is of finite strength
and hence can but reach to what is limited. Therefore man
needs supernatural light, that he may penetrate farther in
order to learn what he cannot learn through his natural light,
and that supernatural light given to man is called the gift of
understanding (donum intellectus).13
By this supernatural light Thomas was not referring to some
special grace but to the gift of simple intuitive apprehension which
Aristotle had spoken of as the divine in man and which St.
Augustine had taken over from his Platonic sources. Although he
was critical of Augustinian Platonism, Aquinas still held that the
power of the intellect in penetrating into the essence of a thing,
into its ultimate structure or spiritual content, would not be
possible were it not that man has been given a share in the divine
light. To be sure, in the above cited passage Thomas is not
discussing hermeneutics per se, but, as he indicated, the same
procedure applies to the interpretation of words, for we have to
discern not only their sense but break through to the real
meaning. To understand is to read the hidden meaning. This does
not refer to some esoteric art, but to the same sort of activity one
employs when one seeks to know the quiddity of anything.
But how is one to think of this intuitive apprehension of
essences when it is applied to the interpretation of the divinely
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inspired writings of Scripture, which can be approached "scientifically" only if they are interpreted in a mode appropriate to their
nature? The Bible has two authors; the principal author is God,
Thomas affirms, but man is the instrumental author. 14 Thus, in
interpreting Scripture, the intellect must penetrate through the
sense of the words to the meaning of the human author and to the
meaning of the divine author. This does not mean that the
Scripture is equivocal, for God reveals Himself through the literal
sense intended by the human author; but it does mean that the
interpreter has to penetrate to the divine intention through the
literal sense, the grammatical sense.
On the one hand, then, the Scriptures must be interpreted as
divinely inspired. In them, Aquinas writes, "the Word of the
eternal Father, comprehending everything by His own immensity, has willed to become little through the assumption of our littleness, yet without resigning His majesty .... "15 Because it is our
nature to learn intelligible truths through sensible objects, God
has provided revelation of Himself according to the capacity of
our nature and has put forward in the Holy Scriptures divine and
spiritual truths through comparisons with material things. That is
why the Lord spoke in parables. Thus it is apparent that, as
Thomas states in the introduction to his Summa:
The divinely inspired Scripture does not come within the
philosophical disciplines that have been discovered according to human reason. Accordingly, there is needed another
science divinely inspired beyond philosophical disciplines ...
because man is ordained to God, to an end that surpasses the
grasp of his reason. 16
The science of interpreting these Scriptures needs supernatural
grace and special illumination that the intellect may penetrate
into the inner depth of the divine revelation, into the very heart of
the truth.17 It will not, however, leave the grammatical-historical
sense behind nor deprecate it; for it- is only in and through the
literal sense that the illuminated intellect can reach the spiritual
content ~nd reality that lie behind them.
On the other hand, the Scriptures must be considered from the
viewpoint of their human authorship, according to Thomas. The
fact that he distinguished the human author from the divine, as
the instrumental author, means that he thinks of the human
authorship in terms of second causes. Thus, while God is the
Principal Author or Cause, the human author is given a relative
place under Him as secondary cause so that what he produces
must be investigated in its relative independence as a human
composition. When the act of intelligere is directed to the human
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Recalling the Augustinian fou
the sense of the Old Testament: rfold dis tin ctio n in determining
the historical, the aetiological,
the
analogical, and the allegorica
l, Th om as argues tha t all but
the
allegorical are to be included
in
stra igh tfo rw ard account, aetiol the literal sense. History is the
ogy is the causative acc oun t,
and
analogy is the com par ativ e acc
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rationally together and so directs attention back again to first
principles. When this scientific method is applied to theology, ·
Thomas claims, the Bible occupies the place of first principles,
and it is in the light of the truths they reveal that the whole process
of theological activity is undertaken.24
However, Aquinas also suggests that there are two kinds of
science. Some sciences are grounded on first principles tha,t are
per se nota evident to the natural intelligence, such as geometry;
but there are others that operate under the light of God's own
knowledge and which He manifests to us through the words of
Scripture. In this way, it could be said, Thomas unequivocally
bases the doctrines of theology upon the Word of God. The
authoritative pronouncements of Scripture ought to have
supreme place; theology can only make use of other authorities or
teachers as extrinsic and probable corroboration. 2s. Theological
science receives its principles immediately from God through the
divine revelation given to the prophets and apostles. "We must
keep to that which has been written in Scripture," says Aquinas,
"as to an excellent rule of faith so that we must add nothing to it,
detract nothing, and change nothing by interpreting it badly." 26
Certainly, there are many deficiencies in other aspects of
Thomistic hermeneutic. In refusing to allow the propositions of
the Roman Church to come under the criticism of scriptural
truth, for example, Aquinas virtually made the authority of the
Church dominant over the prima veritas. Certainly, too, after
Aquinas there emerged medieval theologians for whom the
scholastic system was the principal matter and the interpretation
of the Bible a secondary matter. Yet, the thrust of the present
discussion is to demonstrate that such a mentality is far from that
of Aquinas. There are, indeed, some motifs in his theology that
distinguish his handling of Scripture from others in his own time,
motifs which remain instructive in our time also. This is a
significant point to make if modern Lutheranism is to capitalize
on its wider connection with past Christian tradition and to mine
that connection, where valid, for all of its gold in defending the
primacy and infallibility of the Word of God in our own day.

FOOTNOTES
1. Stanley Gundry, "Evangelical Theology: Where Should We Be Going?"
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society, XXII (March, 1979), p. 8.
2. Quoted in Friedrich Nitzsch, Luther und Aristoteles (Kiel, 1883), p. 3.
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Theologie dans d'Universite de ·Paris," Revue Thomiste, II (1894), pp. 129-

161.
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Aristotelian motif in view of the threat to modern biblical theology by a new
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present day. Many can only drea
m of wha t might be. But we who
know Christ,
whether we look back, or to the
here and now , or to the future
, can be certain
that in Christ WE AR E RIC H
IN EVE RY WAY.
Ron ald W. Irsch
Rochester, Michigan
THE SEC ON D SUN DA Y IN
AD VE NT
II Peter 3: 8-14
December 6, 1981
In this pericope Pete r focuses
on three imp orta nt trut hs con
Parousia (Christ's advent in glor
cerning the
y to judg e the world at the end
of this age). ( I)
God is delaying the second com
ing of His Son out of His great
love for m!lnkind
as He keeps open for as long as
possible the doo r of repentance.
(2) Tha t Christ
will come again is absolutely cert
ain, and His coming will carry
with it definite
consequences for the physical wor
ld as well as for all mankind. (3)
In view of the
fact that Christ could retu rn
at any mom ent and being awa
re of God 's forbearance, Christians should striv
e tow ard holy living.
Introduction: It seems that in our
mor e and more sophisticated soci
are less and less patient. We
ety people
just can not wait! We live in an
age of inst ant
oatmeal, minute-rice, microw
ave cooking, drive-through rest
aura nts , supersonic travel, etc. We can not even
wait for Christmas anymore, but
coming long before Advent. Tod
ay the Apostle Pete r reminds us allude to its
that perh aps it
is time for all of us to slow dow
n and once again use Advent
as a time to

Wait on the Lord
Wait on the Lor d with patienc
e (vv8, 9).
A. The Lord's delay in coming
again must be measured against
His relation
to time.
I. With the Lor d one day is
like a thou san d years (v8; Ps 90:4
).
2. The Lor d is not slow to do
what He promised as we cou nt
slowness
(v9a; Gn 6:3ff).
B. The Lor d's delay in coming
again must be measured in acco
rdance with
His divine purposes.
I. The Lord would have all men
to be saved (v9b; I Tm 2:4).
2. The Lor d would give all men
the opp ortu nity for repentance
(v9c; Gn
18: I ?ff) .
II. Wait on the Lord's sure prom
ise.
A. The Lor d's justice has prom
ised the destruction of the pres
ent heavens
and earth.
I. This day of the Lor d will com
e suddenly at some unexpected
future
time (v!Oa; Mt 24:43).
2. This day of the Lor d will be a
day of tota l ann ihil atio n (vvlO,
12). The
heavens will pass away with a roar
, the elements will be destroyed
by
heat, and the eart h and the wor
ks in it shall be bur ned up.
B. The Lor d's grace has promised
the establishment of new heavens
new eart h (vl3 ).
and a
I. The new heaven and eart h
will be a place where righteousnes
s lives
(vl3 ).
2. The new heaven and eart h will
be a place of perfect bliss (Re 21
III. Wait on the Lord in peace
: 1-4).
(vl4).
A. Because of Christ we need
not fear His coming.
I. Thr oug h Christ we are with out
spot or blemish (vl4 ; Jd 24; I Jn
I :79).
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nly Fathe r (Ro 5: 1-2).
2. Throu gh Christ we have peace with the heave
2-4.
Hymn 66 (TLH ) , st.
as we await His coming.
B. Because of Christ we can serve the Lord in peace
godly lives (v 11).
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come to repentance (v 12).
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THIR D SUND AY IN ADV ENT
I Thessalonians 5:16-24
December 13, 1981
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Is the Wrapping All That Matters?
I. The wrapping is importan t ; that is, good works are a necessary adornme nt
to
the Christian faith.
A. God comman ds us to do good works; this is His will for us (vl8b).
B. What are some ·or these good ·works He comman ds?
I. Always rejoice (vl6).
2. Pray constant ly (v 17).
3. Give thanks in everythin g (vl8) .
4. Do not despise God's Word (vv19-20).
5. Avoid all false doctrine and wickedness ((vv21-22) .
But we know that while God comman ds such good works, none of us can
do
them as God desires (note the present tenses in the verbs). The wrapping does
not
make us valuable to God.
11. The conditio r. of our heart is that which makes us valuable to God.
A. By nature our heart is broken, filthy , and unaccept able to God.
B. For Jesus' sake, God forgives us all our sins, making us perfect and
valuable in His sight ("throug h and through, " Luther) (v23) .
C. We can depend on the God who first washed us from all our sins in
baptism and continue s to work faith in our hearts through His gospel. He
will continue to keep us in this faith through the same means by which He
first called us - His Word and sacramen ts (v24).
Conclusion: Let us give all glory to God alone for what we are and what we do.
But let us also seek by His grace to wrap our faith in many good works which
jilways glorify Him.
Steven C. Briel
Fairmon t, Minneso ta

FOURT H SUNDA Y IN ADVEN T
Romans 16:25-27
December 20, 1981
Christma s is a happy time, an exciting time, a time of giving and receiving
gifts. Those gifts piled around the tree should, of course, remind us of
the
greatest gift of all, the gift of God's hidden love which He gave to our world
two
thousand years ago in Bethlehem. This text reminds us to give God the glory
this
Christma s, for He has made Christma s what it is .
Textual notes: See Lenski, pp. 926ff., for a discussion of the alleged spurious ness of this pericope . The writer of this study accepts the text as genuine and
in
its proper place. Note how the entire pericope directs our attention and worship
entirely to God, beginning and ending with datives of which God is the object
(v25 to de dunameno .. . v27 to monoso pho theo). V25: dunamen o isa pres
. ptc.
emphasizing God's continuin g and eternal power; this root coupled
with
euangelion recalls Paul's earlier statemen t, "The gospel is God's power unto
salvation . . ." (I : 17). le sou Christou is best taken as an objective genitive; Jesus
as the Christ is the message of the gospel. V26: The aorist participle passive
phanerothentos recalls the entire Christ event - His incarnati on, passion,
glorification - which has unlocked the Old Testame nt revelatio n (graphon
propheti kon taken as a reference to the Old Testame nt Scripture s). dia te
graphon propheti kon teaches the doctrine of the means of grace. The phrase eis
hupakoen pisteos is perhaps one last subtle jab at works-righteousness. eis pant
a
ta ethne emphasizes the universality of God's grace in Christ. V27: As Lenski
points out, even our praise would be unaccept able to God were it not for
the
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The writer identifies seven facts about the Son (vv2,3) to
underscore the full
divinity and complete fulfilment which this Son reflects
("bears the very stamp
of His nature ," v3 RSV). He is indeed "better" (used thirtee
n times in Hebrews)
than the old order, better than, for example, angels, who were
communicators of
the old covenant (2:2) . The author quotes heavily from the
Old Testament (vv59) to substantiate this truth . .
The central though t of the text is that after a long period
ofprepar ation God
has'finally spoken in fulfilment by His Son, the Savior from
sin, who is "bette r"
than angels and is indeed true God . The goal of the sermo
n is that the Christmas
worshiper recognize the meticulous plan of God in
both promising and
delivering a Son, who represents God's finest Word (see
Jn I: I) in bringing
salvation, and be heartened and strengthened by such love.
The problem centers
on the inclination of people to make the story of Jesus'
coming too superficial
and to miss the depth of God's plan and fulfilment . The
means to the goal is to
identify God's careful planning and its stunning results in
the hearts of sinners.
Introduction: A recent television commercial·advertising
a certain investment
firm makes mu~h of the fact that when this firm speaks, people
listen, droppi ng
whatever they are doing, in fact, in the hope of hearing a
valu\lble tip, In a much
more profound manner, Christmas is God speaking His best
Word to mankind.
And people are listening, perhaps more on this day than
any other day of the
year. What better time, then, to listen to God c'arefully
to hear about what is
His Last and Best Word
Jesus is God's last Word.
A. God prepared the way for Jesus in a variety of ways
(vi).
1. The fathers received God's promises of old.
2. The prophets gave glimpses of the age to come.
B. God spoke often in years,past to prepare the way for
speaking once and
for all by His Son.
·
1. Jesus' coming fulfils the promises of God .
2. Jesus' ministry completes the salvation plan of God
(v3b).
II. Jesus is God's best Word .
A. God identifies His Son as bearing "the very stamp
of His nature" (v3
RSV) .
1. Jesus is heir of all things (v2).
2. Jesus is co-creator of the world (v2) .
3. Jesus reflects the glory of God (v3).
4. Jesus upholds the \miverse (v3).
5. Jesus cleansed the world of sin (v3) .
6. Jesus sits at the right hand of majesty (v3).
B. God identifies His Son as "bette r" than angels.
I. No angel is worshiped as Jesus is honored (v6) .
2. No angel rules into eternity (v8).
Conclusion: Christmas, which marks the birth of Christ
, is God's profou nd
statement to man that all the words and predictions of old
are now fulfilled and
completed in Jesus, who is His last and best Word.

I.

David E. Seybold
Fredonia, Wisconsin
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FIRST SUNDAY AFTER CHRISTMAS
Colossians 3:12-21
December 27, 1981
The connection of this text with the preceding verses of chapter three is
unmistakable. Paul identifies the true focus of the Christian life (vvl4) by
underscoring what is to be avoided (vvS-11) and what is to be "put on" (vl2
RSV). A description of the virtues which are to be put on makes up the substance
of the text as Paul, almost in list form, deals with the qualities of the transformed
Christian life. The aorist tense (one-time action) of the verb "put on"
(endusasthe v 12) is significant. Christian virtues are not put on and taken off like
a coat but are to be the "permanent acquisition" (Lenski) of the genuine believer.
These virtues such as patience, forebearance, forgiveness, Jove (agape vl4), and
peace stand in sharp contrast to the demands of the Judaizers, who were
certainly not far from Paul's thoughts as he prepared this letter. This group,
which insisted on strict adherence to the Jewish ceremonial law on thepart of
Christians, had been troubling the Colossians (2: 16, 17). In addition, some form
of Gnostic philosophy sought their attention with demands for asceticism,
worship of heavenly creatures (vl8) and a higher knowledge. Against this
backdrop Paul, firmly but gently, encourages the cultivation of the true
Christian virtues mentioned earlier, which will have a positive effect on all
manner of personal relationships (vvl6, 18-21).
The central thought of the text is that the transformed Christian life is built on
the indwelling presence of Christ (vv 15, 16), who empowers in the hearts of His
people personal virtues which lead to positive personal relationships. The goal
of the sermon is that God's people would understand the nature of a genuine
Christian life-style and the beneficial impact of this style of living upon themselves and others. The problem is that this Christian life is too often, contrary to
Paul's directive, put on and taken off like a garment, and the joyous possibilities
of this life are blunted or even missed entirely. The means to the goal is the
realization that the Christian's participatio n with Christ in His resurrection
through faith (vi) taps the unlimited potential for true Christian living and
conduct by the power of the Christ within him.
Introduction: The delights of Christmas have probably faded very little, since
the special day has only recently passed and all the trimmings of the holiday are
still in place. Most would be overjoyed if these happy moments surroundin g
Christmas could last throughout the year, but experience has taught us that the
joy will begin to fade very soon. But this does not have to happen. The virtues of
a genuine Christian style of living have great staying power and can bring
enduring happiness to every phase of our life. It is, in fact, a joy to report that,
concerning the happiness of Christmas,

It Doesn't Have to End
1. Because we have, in Christ, put on virtues that endure.
A. The Christian life is a changed life, a permanent acquisition, meant to be
put on but not taken off (vl2).
I. Its changed nature depends on participatio n in Christ's death and life
(vv 1-3).
2. Its permanence stems from the indwelling Christ (vvl5, 16).
B. The Christian life is a joyful life, because its virtues are built on that which
brings lasting happiness.
I. Love brings harmony (vl4).
2. Forgiveness settles complaints (vl3).
3. Peace promotes unity (vl5).
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11. Because we have, in Christ, put on relationships that edify.
A. The Christian life encourages mutual admonition and instruction as
God's people learn to help one another in the business of living for Christ
(vl6).
I. We worship together (vl6).
2. We give thanks in this relationship with one another (v 17).
B. The Christian life reminds families of the responsibilities that promote
growth.
I. Wives understand their relationship to their husbands (vl8).
2. Husbands understand how to love both their wives and children
(vvl9, 21).
3. Children learn the pleasing value of obedience (v21) .
Conclusion: There is ample reason why the joy of Christmas should endure
throughout the year if God's people remember that the business of Christian
living involves God-directed and lasting virtues and relationships . In putting on
Christ through faith, we have fullness of happiness which never has to end .
DES
SECOND SUNDAY AFTER CHRISTMAS
Ephesians 1:3-6, 15-18
January 3, 1~82

Whenever a pericope talks about the eternal plan God had to save the world,
the preacher knows he is going to be talking about the mysterious doctrine of
election. This beautiful teaching begs to be proclaimed in every age to people
who celebrate with confidence their involvement with God's eternal plan
through faith in Jesus Christ. It might be beneficial to dig into the dogmatics
book and review in a systematic way this precious doctrine. Then the proclamation of the positive truths of this text should happen. ·
Introduction: The celebration of Christmas has been going on for a long time.
We usually think that the celebration started with the announcement of the
angels to the shepherds, who then made haste with joy to see the great thing that
had happened. But then we are reminded that people in the Old Testamen~
looked forward with joy to the coming of the Messiah, too . Christians today
celebrate the birth of God's Son. Even though the calendar has changed to a new
year, Christmas is still on our minds. The text for today lends itself to a
continuing celebration of Christmas and adds an eternal dimension to our celebration as it talks about
'

I.

The Eternal Christmas Plan
Christmas began before the world was made.
A. God loved us then already, v4.
1. He did not fall in love with us. He loved us because He is love ( I J n
4:8), i~ spite o{ our sins which separated us from Him (Eph 2:4-5).
2. His love had· a purpose and d·es1gn wh1ci1 sc, the pattern for all that
would happen in the world , v4.
B. He planned to make us His sons. He chose us, vS .
I. This would happen in Christ who would effect the forgiveness of our
sins by His sacrificial death on the cross, vS.
2. In His grace God would also attach us to Christ by faith so that we
would enjoy and have for our very own the forgiveness of our sins, v8 .
3. This is how His plan would work out in time to make us holy and
blameless before Him.
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11. Christmas happened at Bethlehem.
A. We went in spirit to Bethlehem last week and there adored again the
newborn Savior.
I. It was not a new celebration but a special celebration of God's
faithfulness to His plan and promises.
2. Our wisdom and understandi ng grew through the means of grace .
B. We cannot limit the celebration of Christmas to one week.
I. The celebration is a lifestyle.
2. We celebrate all year long. ·
111. Christmas is taking place today in the life of the New Testament Church.
A. The eternal plan is being worked out among us.
I. We have been brought to faith in the Lord Jesus, vi 5.
2. We love each other, v15 .
J. We know and believe we have been chosen.
B. The eternal plan moves us to specific prayers for God's people.
I. We thank God for believers in Christ, vi 7.
2. We pray that God's people may grow in knowledge and faith, vi 7.
3. We pray that the church may be filled with the hope of the glorious
inheritance prepared for God's people, vi 8.
4. Christmas points us forward to the celebration that will take place in
eternal life.
Conclusion : Christmas involves an eternal plan. It started before the world
was made, it was worked out in time when Christ was born, and the plan
continues to unfold in the life of the church today. God had you in mind from the
beginning of the world and has worked out that plan so that you might have
eternal life.
Lowell F. Thomas
Fort Wayne, Indiana
FIRST SUNDAY AFTER EPIPHANY
Acts 10:34-38
January 10, 1982
Introduction: Almost every day someone, somehow, tries to create in us a
preference for someone or something. Because of the choices we have in cars,
peanut butter, and paper towels, advertisers set out to show why we should
prefer one to another. We have even come to label people according to their
preferences.
It is no wonder that man tries to figure out the preferences of God. Who is His
favorite among men? Because of His covenant with Abraham, many people of
old as well as many today assumed that God preferred the Jews to anyone else.
The events surrounding what we call the Epiphany discount this idea . The angels
said that the Savior was born for all men. The star led non-Jewish men to the
house where Jesus was. The ministry of Jesus touched the lives of Jews and
Gentiles. The sermon text for today, part of an account involving a Gentile
named Cornelius, also teaches us about

I.

God's Manifested Preference
God does not prefer one man to another.
A. One race or nation is not His favorite .
I. Peter learned this in a vision recorded earlier (vv. 9ft). The sheet let
down from heaven contained clean and unclean animals to eat .
2. One would think that the idea of racial or national superiority in
God's sight would disappear: but it still lingers.
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B. Nor does God prefer people according to their conduct.
I. Cornelius was a religious man, but needed more; so he sought out the
synagogue.
2. The synagogue had conduct and codes galore, but needed more; so
Peter was sent there.
3. Today, people live with the idea that until they keep the rules, God
will not love them. Finally, people equate despair with trying, and
hold despair to be a virtue accepted by God . There are many people
walking around who have given up on God and religion because they
could not meet the requirements.
C. The Epiphany perspective is that all men are in the same boat, as far as
God is concerned.
I. The sons of Israel had a promised Savior.
2. The Gentiles needed Him too. God's love in Jesus Christ included all
men.
II. God's preference is for all men to fear Him and do what is right.
A. Do you fear God? Do you know how? It does not mean being frightened
of Him.
I. He is God - none other.
2. He is a just God.
3. He wants you to believe in Him.
4. He wants you to obey Him.
5. He wants you to pay attention to His Word.
6. To stand before Him in reverent awe is the fear He wants. To fear
God is to meet Him and see Him for what He is - God!
B. Do you do what is right (I Th 4:3)?
1. The sinner does right when he repents - the mark of this condition is
daily sorrow and repentance. Is this what you are doing?
2. The sorry sinner does right when he believes and accepts God's
pardon in Jesus Christ, and renews his faith daily through Word and
sacrament. Do you?
3. The believer does right when by faith he runs the way of God's
commands, follows Jesus' footsteps. Do you?
4. To fear God and live aright, to live under God's preference, is not a
simple matter.
III. God works out His preference through Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all.
A. He does it through the Good News of peace through Jesus Christ.
I. John proclaimed it; he tied the Old and New Testaments together.
2. Jesus fulfilled it. With His baptism He started His ministry - having
the full measure of the Holy Spirit, healing and rescuing those under
the power of the devil. Peter explains what else Jesus accomplished in
the words following the text - vs39ff.
3. This is how God worked out His preference that all be saved. God did
it, not man!
B. Jesus, who is the Good News, is Lord of all! (v36).
I. The impact of this fact is felt when you realize He is yours - no
matter who you are - Jew, Gentile, black, white, mixed, native,
foreigner, healthy, sick, well-behaved, ill-behaved, employed, unemployed, unemployable, student, preacher, professor, layman,
man. woman, child! Did I forget some\>ne? God did not.
2. 1 he preference of God sets the mood, m1sswn, and disposition of our
church.
a. We are not a little light on a little hill for those dwelling upon 1t.
b. Rather, we are a divine searchlight for all those in the valley of
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death, v36.
c. We are the ones who repeat to the world the words of the voice
from heaven: "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased.
..
Hear Him" (Mk I: 11).
You have heard Him because that is God's Epiphany preference!

LFT
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heartland. CARE packages from the U.S .A. were one thing, and importan t; but
also vital was the spiritual edification that came through theological nurturing
.
The German churches had great need not merely to build buildings, but also
to establish a sound basis for church fellowship. Missouri urged them on. This
process eventually led to the merger in 1972 of the various independ ent remnant
churches into the SELK. For the attainme nt of this ultimate goal the years
between 1946 and 1949 were crucial; Kirsten has detailed the account, often with
quotatio ns from letters, personal experience, and firsthand aquainta nce with
events and individuals, some now dead, a few still living. There was trauma.
He
tells the story of Ors. Hopf and Sasse, who at great personal cost of station and
repµtatio n in the scholarly commun ity, stood up for confessional Lutheran
theology and practice. There were the Bad Boll conferences, sponsore d
by
Missouri, which established contacts with other Lutheran s from the state
churches that had not been explored for a hundred years or more. Lutheran
s
from one side of the ocean met with those from the other side, in order to discuss
basic doctrinal issues in theology.
Kirsten is fair in describing the spell of euphoria which at first prevailed, as
well as the naivete of the Missourians, who, with some exceptions, thought that
many of the state-chu rch theologians were actually taking them seriously in their
quest for church fellowship grounded upon agreement in doctrine and practice.
Bad Boll, a health spa in Swabia, was in many respects a "bad ball game" that
came to haunt Missouri through the influence that it had on the synod's own
"new orientati on" of theology in the late 1950's and 1960's. There is reason
to
believe Kirsten's (and Oesch's and Sasse's) judgmen ts that "St. Louis" was starstruck and bamboozled by its firsthand contacts with the high-browed theology
and theologians of Europe. In this situation it was the loyal German Lutheran
s
who helped most - even though they were greatly involved in trying to effect
the
unification of their own ranks - to show their brethren from America that not
all that glitters is gold, not all that claims to be Lutheran is the real thing.
Approxi mately one-third of the book, the last part, is devoted to the
importan t documents, essays, theses, etc., which were vital to the restructu ring
of the Lutheran free churches into a viable and enduring entity, along with
its
theological school at Oberursel. As the subtitle states, Kirsten has succeeded
in
depicting graphically "the way of the Lutheran free churches in Germany after
the last war." We commend the book heartily to every reader who is still
somewhat at home in German; Dr. Kirsten's style is smooth and uncomplicated.
The volume is an invaluable record of the recent history of our sister church
in
Germany. An interesting file of selected photos adds luster to the appendix
.
E. F. Klug
HOW MELAN CHTHO N HELPED LUTHE R DISCOV ER THE
GOSPEL : THE DOCTR INE OF JUSTIFI CATION IN THE REFOR MATION . By Lowell C. Green. Verdict Publicati ons, Fallbroo k, California, 1980.
Cloth. 274 Pages. $9.95.
Dr. Green's reworked doc_toral disserta~ion was presented in its original form
in 1955 to the University of Erlangen. Green, now a professor of church history
and systematic theology at Concord ia Theological Seminary in St. Catharin
es,
Ontario, sees 1518 through 1520 as the years in which Luther came to his mature
understa nding of justification. The dating of Luther's full understa nding
of
justification is importan t since scholars recognize that the earlier Luther held
to
the Augustin ian view that justificat ion was freely given (sofa gratia), but this
justification was a quality infused into the believer through faith. Green
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convincingly defends the view that under the exegetical guidance of
Melanchthon, who in turn was somewhat dependen t on Erasmus, Luther came
to see justification not as a quality given to believers, but rather as a proclaimed
and alien righteousness. The sinner is found acceptable because of Christ's
righteousness. Righteousness is an attitude in God which is proclaimed to the
sinner.
Green carefully lays out the historical options in trying to determine Luther's
concept of justification. One group sees the true Luther in his pre-1518 writings.
With this view justification centers in the believer and not in God's declaration.
Justification is seen as a quality freely given. Another group holds that Luther
held to the forensic view as early as 1512 and sees no development in the
Reformer's thought. By locating Luther's own comments on his development
and through careful literary study of the Reformer's writings, Green presents a
formidable defense of the position that Luther did change from the Augustinian
to the forensic view and that Melancht hon was largely responsible for this
change. Of course, this means that Luther's writings before October 1518 and
even some as late as 1519 and 1520 do not contain his real thoughts on many
subjects, especially justification. These writings would include his lectures on
Romans and the Ninety-Five Theses themselves!
While crediting Melancht hon with helping Luther discover the real meaning
of justification by grace, Green shows that it was Luther and not Melancht hon
who made this principle the center of theology. At points Melancht hon's
theology did not remain true to the principle which he had grammatically
uncovered. Without endorsing humanism, Green argues that without
humanism's linguistic achievements, Luther's Reformat ion would not have
occurred - humanly speaking, of course.
Green's historical research is thorough and convincing, but much more
important are the theological implications of such a study, especially one
bearing the sub-title of "The Doctrine of Justification in the Reformat ion." A
church which has never felt uncomfortable with the charge of "repristin ation
theology" can narcuy avoid g1ving careful consideration to such a work.
Green introduces into his presentation two significant terms: "analytical
justification" and "synthetic justification." Though not immediately
recognizable as part of our dogmatic tradition, they are extremely useful.
"Analytical justification" refers to that view which holds that God sees faith in
an individual and counts and regards that faith as if it were righteousness. Faith
becomes in God's eyes the substitute for the good works that Christians should
do. With analytical justification; full justification is a future possibility, but
never a present reality. It cannot be complete. Sanctification does, in fact,
replace justification. Here the believer focuses on himself, and works in some
sense become part of justification. Justification becomes a process. "Synthetic
justification" refers to a declarative justification; is it God's favor existing in
Christ which is proclaimed by preaching to sinners. The question of whether a
person is righteous is not ultimately answered by looking at something, even
faith, in tlle believer, but is answer~ already _in the word which .Proclaims or
declares this righteousness. An adequate abbreviation of this view is Luther's
simul Justus et peccator; the Christian appears to God as a justified saint, even
though he appears to the world as a sinner. There is no suggestion here that
Luther was a libertine, but the Christian is a wretched sinner as long as he lives.
Melanchthon agrees with Luther here: " 'But in this present life, although God
dwells within those who are holy, nevertheless our other nature is still foll of
impurity and sinful weaknesses and lusts .. .' "(p. 264) Green builds much of his
case on how Luther changed in his preaching the pericope of the Pharisee and

on
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the tax collector as justified in the very moment of the acknowledgment of his
wretchedness .
Green's work not only serves as a guide to Luther, but is a corrective of that
dreadful pietism into which Lutheranism too frequently slides. The seventeenthcentury pietists interpreted Luther's view that the Christian was saint and sinner,
not simultaneously, but chronologically. Let Green make his own point: "They
thought one was a sinner and then a just person (in a before-and-after
arrangement) rather than as simultaneously sinful and just through forensic
justification. The new life of obedience was thereby emphasized to the point of
perfectionism, to the utter ruin of justification. Of course, pietists have never liked
the concept of justification. But whenever they forgot that the believer is
simultaneously sinful and righteous, they strayed from an evangelical understanding of justi[i~t_i_on. Thus, they abandoned the theology of Luther and
Melanchthon'. ' (p. 264).
There are very few, if any books, which should receive an unqualified
endorsement. This one should. Green did his work first under Werner Elert and,
after his death, under Paul Althaus. Available here is profoundly important
theological and historical work, which is at the same time easy to read. and
relevant. It may be ordered from the seminary bookstore. A price-tag of only
$9.95 for a work of this kind is almost tQ_o g_o_Qd_Jo_Qe_tr.!1~· tv.!ore_!han.~~e~.ate
documentation is provided in the footnotes, which are in many cases delightful
mini.::theological discussions.
David P. Scaer
THE ARABS . By Peter Mansfield . Penguin, Baltimore, 1978. 572 pages.
Paper. $4.95.
More and more historians are now persuaded that "the Arab Renaissance"
will rank as one of the top two stories of the late twentieth century. One of them
is Peter Mansfield. This book is a brilliant defense of that thesis. Born in India,
educated in England, long resident in the Arab East, Peter Mansfield brings to
his writing decades of experience as a diplomat and news correspondent. The
reading public is familiar with his work from the pages of the Financial Times,
Economist, and Guardian, as well as such previous books on the Middle East as
Nasser: A Biography. Combined with experience and education is a deep and
abiding sympathy for the aspirations of the Arab people. All these forces
cooperate to produce a book of compelling excellence.
This comprehensive study of the Arabs from antiquity to modernity is divided
into three parts: Part I is a rapid chronological survey of the Arab past,
concentrating on both the Golden Age of the Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphates
as well as the silent centuries of foreign rule (both Ottoman and Western),
climaxing in "the Arab Awakening" that led to the "year of decision," the
"turning point" politically, economically, and militarily for the Arabs vis a vis
Israel and the West - 1973. Part II is a quick geographical survey of the Arab
World, ranging from Morocco, "the Kingdom of the Far West," to Iraq, "the
dynamic outsider," with sufficient attention to the millions in the middle,
whether the residents of"Eldorado States," such as Kuwait, or the inhabitants of
such potential superpowers as Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Part III is a short
psychological analysis of contemporary views of the Arabs in the West as well as
Semitic self-perceptions. The forecast with which the volume concludes is an
arresting and compelling one, anticipating a revival of Islam and Arab political
influence as central features of the twenty-first century. For the Christian leader
this is a crucial book for an understanding of the rapid shifts in world power that
have facilitated the "resurgence of Islam" and the "Arab Renaissance."
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